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ABSTRACT
This dissertation verifies a Computer Simulation Package for modeling pulse
transmission over digital subscriber loops. Multigauge sections on subscriber cables
can be studied. The model used for each section incorporates skin, proximity and
eddy current effects. The model allows important quantities such as near end echo
! rdoverall transmission distortion of pulses to be.predicted. An experimental facility
has been established in the laboratory fOI the purpose of validating the results pro-
duced by the simulator with results obtained over real cables. The experimental
facility has as far as possible been automated by making use of computer controlled
equipment for direct setup or the experiment, data transfer, and analysis. The results
obtained from the pulse propagation program and that obtained from measurements
are in close. agreement, rendering the Computer Simulation Package useful for
analysing the performance of multi gauge digital subscriber loops.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The advent of digital tninsmission.and digital switching in the telecommunications
tletworkcomprises the foundation of the integrated digital network (ION) l1l, Analog
voice signals s. corning through the local subscriber loops. are digitized using
pulse-code modulation (PCM) and multiplexed using, time-division
multiplexing (roM). The intermediate time-division digital switches can switch
the individual signals without decoding them. Therefore, thevolce signals can travel
a 16ng range U'singonJy (,1single digital encoding-decoding process at each exchange
end of the connection.
"
r'fhe next step towards a digital netWork is to extend digital/ capability to the local
subscriber loop and provide adigital service to the end user. •This extension will not
only enable end-to-end digital voice transmission but also offer the opportunity for
a wide variety of digital data servlces, leading to an integrated services digital
network (ISDN).
I
;]
J
j
I
I
I
This chapter Serves to introduce the ISDN interface of interest in this dissertation, a
brief description of the transmission mctfiods th~~have been proposed, and the main
SOurcesof impairments to be found in the digital subscriber loop. This is followed
by a discussion of the overall aims offue current topic of research. and a resume of
the literature survey undertaken. The work achieved by previous research programs
in the current field of study is also introduced. The chapter concludes with a brief
overview of the work contained in the remainder of this dissertation.
1.1 Background of the Study Undertaken
Two majodneerfaces for the ISDN have been defined bylftheInternational Telegraph
v: I,
and Telephone Consultative Committee (CeI1T). T;;.etwo major interfaces are the
basic-access interface (BAl) and the primary-rate interface (pro). The former,
supporting 2B channels and 1:1;) channel (i.e., 2B +D), is intended for small capacity
users (e.g., Residential subscribers) and.will be provided on currently existing local
subscriber loops. The latter. supporting 30B +D for Europe and; 13+D in North
America, is intended for large capacity usage, such as private branch
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exchanges (PBX). The n:~l~\)l1nelsarc 04 kilobits :pet second (kbits/s), and the D
channel is 64 kbitsfs fo~tlL:.'.~jmary rate interface and 16 kbi~J/s fOf the basic access
interface.
The proposed !SDN interface block diagram is illustrated inFigure J.1. The two
most.important interfaces are the S-interface, located within the customer premises,
and the U-interface" Whichconpects·the !elephone central-office end line termination
(LT) to the,~ustomerpremise·netw.ofk termination (Nt).
4 Wire
Dislribution
U-lntorfaco
I
I
I............;.;.1
I I I
I 2 Wire Si:,bscriber I II I L~op I l
~,,~ ......._.:..-4ll~II!-i•. @-,l--l-:----I
r-" I .." . I i
1-OIlI--+--i I. I J I
S·lnlorfaco
I
i
U·lnlorlaco
I
I
I
V-Intorfaco
I
I
I
I
Cenb'3l
Office \,
(E}Cchahge)
I I
NT : Network Ter:mirta,tion
l T ! line Termination
re ;Terminal Equipment
Figure 1.1 ISDN interface block diagram
U
The U-intext:aceprovides the minimal set of requirements to permit service between
LT and NT over the .sukscriber loop. Data received by the customer premise NT is
~,,",,-
passed to the S-interfa.ce;\vhich uses twu pairs. (one for each direction of trans-
mission). It may ope"'~frein a point-to-point fashion or a multipoint connection bus
with up to eight termlnals attached to it [2J.
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Existing ~~!\1inetwo.~ks connect subscnb",.,; to the local exchange by a balanced
wir~ pair (twisted:-pair) designed to carry voice frequencies (i.e., basei.'!bandup to
3.4 kHz), The-average cable plant invest:n1~nt in present installauofis1s:>about 40
percent of the total network cost .l31, thIS enottnous investmentmeans thatthe digital
s5rvices th~t can be offered to the majority ~fusers.will be restricted to those that
can be provided u~ing existing pairs to support basic access •. 'Ihe data tate required
to carry 2B +D Chani"fds.is 144 kbits/s. HowtVer, the transmission rate of the digital
subscriber loop (OSL) must be higher in order to provide for framing, synchroniz-
ation and maintenanCtbrunctions. For example, the American National Standards
Jnsdtute (ANSI) standard bit rate is160 kbitslsin orderto provided for these other
, functior!s Ill, .
1irna$wi'leh
Rx
;-. .. 100'0 .. _ .. , _ .;;" _ .. ....., - .. ,
Synchronlzallon
(a)
Jb)
M :Memory
EO·:·Echo Canceller
He : Hybrh': , "
'.'
TR : Transmitter
Ax :.ReceiVer
Figure 1.2 (a) Sdlcmatic ofTCM Transmission Method
(b) Schematic ofHEC Transmission Method
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Various transmission schp,mes have been proposed to achieve full-duplex two-wire
transmission lZl. The two transmission schemes that seem to offer better performance
illterms oYfi:oiselnununity and ease of implementation are burst mode, Figure 1.2a,
also referred to as time compression multiplexing (TCM) mode, and the hybrid echo
cancellation (HEe) trmde. Figure l;2b, also referred to simply as the hybrid
mode [1.2.4. 51.
Both of these modes isolate the data received from the far-end from that transmitted
at the near-end. In the BEe mode the isolation is achieved by a hybrid and echo
canceller while both the transmission and reception are.occurring simultaneously.
In the TCM mode, the intervals for transmission and reception are isolated in time
and the separation of the two directions of transmission is thus simplified. The reader
is referred toAppendix A.1 for a. brief discussion on these two transmission methods.
:The main sources of impairments in digital subscriber loops are (5):
(a) crosstalk,
(b) echo,
(c) impulse noise,
(d) intersymbol interference, and
(e) bridge taps.
The diagrambf Figure 1.3 i1lu~1Iatesmost of the range-limiting factors in the stb-
scriberloop. The reader is referred to ApP9rtdix A.2 for a brief dlscussion on each
of these range limiting, factors. J
The subscriber loop plant is far from the id'bal situa~}onwhere uniform gauge wires
run from the subscriberto the local exchange. It was intended to provide adequate
Ii
performance at voice frequencies and regard was not paid, in general, to high fre-
quency characteristics, There is however no sharp cut-offfrequency unless inductive
loading is used, and this is tare in urban loops, where distances are moderate (i.e., up
to approximately 6 km),
Any designof the bidirectional data transmission faciluy must therefore accom-
modate VJewide disparity of cable compositions, bridge tap configurations, crosstalk,
impulse noise, intersymbol interference and the variable impedances encountered
from either end or the loop.
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Pigurt>;1.3 Range-limiting, factors in subscriber loops
1.2 Statement of the §tudy Undertaken
In anticipation of the introduction of a switched end-to-end digital service on the
telephone network, it is important to assess the digital transmission capability of the
two-wire twisted-pair subscriber loop. In this dissertation, the transmission and
implementation issues pertaining to the U'-interface in order to provide the basic-
access of 2B +D channels on the existing subscriber loop is the topic of reseatch
and discussion. The ccrrr. recognizing the wide variation in cable plant conditions,
plant modernization and servicing policies prevalent in different countries, has
accepted that the Ll-interface specification should be a nationalresponsibility. This
allows the necessary flexibility to enable telecommunications authorities in different
\ : . ",
countries to select specifications appropriate to the particular loops prevalent in that
country, whileretaining those necessary features nt' rich ensures that the ISDN's in
different countries are all compatible.
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The challenge in South Africa is to identify the relevant characteristics of the cable
plant, and to select the appropriate approach for the U-lnterface circuitry. Due to
the diversity of the loop plant, exhaustive experimental analysis can be virtually
excluded as apossible approach of establishing performance capabilities. The means
of establishing this performance capability is by computer simulation.
A computer simulation package for modelling the subscriber loop, and to analyse
digital pulse transmission over subscriber.loops was created previously by Lewitt t7l.
The pulse propagation program can be used to·study TeMand BEe transmission
modes together with different coding schemes. The work presented in this disser-
tation is a direct continuation of that work. This dissertation describes an experi-
mental facility that has been setup for the purpose of characterizing subscriber cable
loops. as well as to ~tudy pulse propagation along the 1001'S. The results obtained
from this experimental facility is used to partially validate the. computer simulation
package. The complete validation entails the review of the theoretical models used
in order to assess the implications ofany assumptions ti1.ade,as well as the verification
that the theoretical model has been correctly implemented in the program source
code.
The simulation package is not without limitations. It considers transmission on a
single pair only and does not also take into account the impairments described in
section 1.1. The simulation package does however renderitself to be easily upgraded
to include new features such as E; crosstalk model, due to its modular design. The
simulation package is also required to be fully debugged, and to incorporate a friendly
man-machine interface in order to tender itself useful for general users.
1.3 Literature Review Pertaining to the Alms of this Study
Various methodologies for the characterization of the two-wire twisted-parr sub-
scriber loop plantforhigh speed digital communications typical of evolving an ISDN
has been considered in earlier works. Of particular interest is the work done by
S.V. Ahamed at al [81, and J.W. Modestine et al [9J.
The emphasis has been to assess the penetration of digital services on the loop plant
population at a fixed grade of service measured either in terms of the bit error
probability (Modestine et a£)1or by eylt-opening measurements (Ahamed et al).
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Computet simulation was the means of establishing these performance capabilities.
The simulation accesses data-bases containing information on a statistically sig-
nificant population of the loops and also model other system components such as
iWbrids, equalizers, echo-cancellers, etc. The information contained in the
data-bases was obtained from Loop Surveys; the Bell system Loop Survey (1973)
and the G.T.E system Loop Survey (1982) was used respectively by Ahamed et al
and Modestine et al. Typical of the information contained in the data-bases it, the
length of each loop. composition, number of bridge-taps, etc., as well as.electrical
characteristics such as input impedance (from either end of the loop), attenuation,
transfer functions, etc.
The computer simulation described by Ahamed et al, is based on a dedicated Eclipse
minicomputer. The simulation represents the waveforms being transmitted by sixty
four fourier harmonics. Each composite loop, with numerous loop sections and
bridge-taps; is represented by its individual transfer function at each harmonic fre-
quency. Two modes of transmission (the BEC and TCM) are investigated. Various
coding methods are investigated even though the primary emphasis has been on the
bipolar code. The results are displayed graphically by eye diagrams for individual
loops and by scatter plots for all the loops in the data-base,
The computer simulation described by Modestine let al, places more emphasis on
mathematical analysis, and does not rely on subjective criteria, like eye-opening
results to determine the operating bit error probability. Each composite loop is
represented by a mathematical equation that approximates its transfer function as
was determined in the Loop Survey, The other system components are treated
likewise. Attention is restricted to TCM schemes with bipolar line coding. The
results are displayed as plots of bit error probability versus signal to noise ratio at
various bit rates.
1.4 Overview of this Dissertation
The remainder of this dissertation has as its main objecti ve the validation of the Cable
Simulation Package.
Chapter 2 describes the cable simulation package that has been developed by
Lowitt [7]. This not only entail a description of the software package but also describes
the models used to represent the composite loop connection. Chapter 3 describes a
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test facility that has been designed to characterise a wide range of subscriber cable
types, and to analyse the propagation of digital signals for any practical loop con-
nection. The test facility is largely automated by making use of computer controlled
equipment for direct setup of the experiments, data transfer, and analysis. Chapter 4
is concerned with the verification of the cable characterization program of the Cable
Simulation Package. The test facility that was designed in Chapter 3 to characterise
subscriber cables, is used to obtain results for comparison to that predicted by the
cable characterization program, Chapter 5 is concerned with the verification of the
pulse propagation programs of the Cable Simulation Package, whereby the experi-
mental results are provided by the test facility designed in Chapter 3, to analyse the
pulse propagation of digital signals. Chapter 6 summarises the findings of this
investigation and proposes additional topics that would augment the present study.
page.8
Chapter 2
CABLE SIMULATOR
This chapter describes the computer simulation package for modelling pulse trans-
mission over digital subscriber loops. The cable simulation package has been
developed on an IBM compatible personal computer (PCYIIusing Microsoft Pascal
as the programming language. Microsoft Pascal! was used since it had the advantage
of facilitating programming in modules and the ability to ernul ate a numeric
co-processor in order to provide the required precision should one not be available
in hardware. Changes to one module does not involve recompilation of the whole
program since modules are compiled separately; although all the modules have to
be re-linked, This feature leads to large complicated programs being easily managed.
The overall program structure can be discerned by examining how the composite
modules combine with one another, as each module performs a specific task.
The block diagram of Figure 2 .llllustrates the digital subscriber loop configuration
that can be analysed by the cable simulation package. For simplicity, this diagram
represents the simulation in the unidirectional case only. although full-duplex
transmission can be simulated as well.
Line
Encoder
Pre-equ8fize
(Pulse
Shaping)
Tennination .....Termination
Subscriber
Loop
Noise
The decision to use Microsoft Pascal is an historical one of Lowitt [7). With the advent of Turbo
Pascal 4.0 and its unit structure, the choice in programming language could have been different
if the decision were taken today.
Figure 2.1 Digital subscriber loop simulator block diagram
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The simulation package comprises several programs, which enables the user to
analyse a specific aspect of the system without being required to re-execute other
portions of the package, This is advantageous both to the user (i.e., saves time). and
to the capability of the program being executed as it can make maximum USeof the
available workspace on the PC. The programs are au. interactive, and a substantial
effort has been made to create a friendly and efficient man-machine interface. Due
to the nature of the simulation being very mathematically oriented, computation time
is significant. and a status report is continually given as the various modeling aspects
are performed and completed. This not only indicates that the program is "working",
but also allows the user to monitor the logical progression of the theoretical analysis
until completion.
2.1.1 Transmission Line Theory
2.1 Theoretical Basis
The foundation of the cable simulation package relies on the well established
transmission line theory in orderto characterize the cable connection specified by
the user. Transmission line theory is reviewed as well as the model used to incor-
porate skin, proximity and eddy current effects. A frequency domain model which
uses the Fast Fourier Transform as a tool i:; described, which enables pulse
propagation to be studied on multigauge cable sections.
Transmission lines are modelled by series impedance elements having r ance R,
and inductance L,per unit length, as well as shunt conductance G, andc, ~...chance C,
per unit length. These distributed circuit coefficient at a given frequency are
determined only by the materials and dimensions of the line conductors and the
surrounding medium, and do not vary with time, nor with line voltage or current.
These four coefficients are USed as an intermediate step between the p~!j'",ical
dimensions andmaterials of'the transmission line, and the ultimate signal propagation
characteristics, known as the secondary characteristics.
There are two secondary parameters that are derived from the primary parameters [10],
Firstly, the characteristic impedance Z, is given by
2.1Z (00) == ~ R +jO)L
a G +jroG
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and secondly, the propagation constant ,,(,is given by
'Y«(O) =~(R +jroL) (0+jroC) 2.2
,
//
',. ,
The real and imaginary parts of'Yare defined by the relation
2.3
where ex= attenuation constant (nepers per unit length)
~ ::::;.phase constant (radians per unit length)
j
; .. \
d
i
j
J(x+Ax,t)
I
X i---.-~
j
i,~;-___'_---~~----'-~---.---
Source: Ref [10J
Figure 2.2 Representation of a short section of transmission line
!
i
1,
)·1
The primary parameters are dependent on frequency over the range of interestt10I•
The skin effect concerns the tendency of alternating current to crowd towards the
surface of a conductor, thereby increasing the resistance of the conductor above its
d.c resistance value. The skin effectcorrection factor for resistance is characterized
by the parameter Tsr and is defined in equation (2.4) as the increase in resistance at
each frequency relative to the d.c value.
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lUi)
TSR=-"-' -Rdc
q ber(q)· bh:"(q)~bei(q)· ber'(q)
="2' [bei'(q)]2+.[b~r'(q)]2 2.4
where q is defined ilequation (25) for any conductor of radius a,
25
and 0 is the nomin~l depth of penetration (i.e., skin depth) for a round conductor,
and is giVen by equation (2..6), where p. is the.permitivity and-ti is the conductivity
}!
ofthe conductor.
2.6
".,','" "',' ,~
In equation, (2.4)f use is made of the Bessel functions ber and bei, and there
,I.
derivatives ber' and bei', The primes indicate differentiation with respect to q. To
solve ,for v~lues of ber, 'bei, ber', and bet", the Bessel series expansions are used,
',_,",.ce-
(equations C"l.7) to (2.10». as they can be used without incurring an unacceptable
computatio~lal penalty, providing better results as compared to look-up tables.
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
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The total inductance per unit length of line will be equal to the sum-of the self
inductance of each wire L$ and the mutual inductance Lm between each conductor.
At low frequencies, the' self inductance L, is approximately equal to the inductance
value at frequencies approaching d.c, Le., L..dc' 'When ~he skin effect is well devel-
oped, the self indn~tanceLs approaches zero and can thus be ignored. 'The skin effect
correction factor for inductance is'tharacterized by the parameter TSL and is defined
ill equation.,(2.11) as,
4 bei(q)· bei'(q)+ber(qJ. ber'(q)
=4' [bei'(q)]2+ [ber'(q)]2 2.11
where q is defined as ill equation (2.5).
.,
The skin effectdef1Iled above is exact when the magnetic field intensity is uniform
\",,/
around the surface of each conductor. However. Ih telephone cables, the close
proximity of the return conductor results in field distortions. This has the effect of
increasing the a.c resistance by afunherfactor Tpp.,. The proximity effect correction
factor for resistance can be approximated by equation (2.12) [111, with an errorof'Iess
than 1% for any value. of q provided that a <05, which is true for all the telephone
cables under consideration, (see Table 4.1 'Cable Library').
2.12
where exis defined for a conductor of diameter d, and a centre to centre spacing s
between 'the.two conductors in each pair, \
da.=-s 2.13
and aiq) is ',lefined by equation (2.14), where q is defined as in equation (2.5).
J ( 3.078)na(q) :::0.5211+Tanh 1.14-q- Ij 2.14
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As fi~,~;tuencyincreases, there ate additional loses due to eddy currents being induced
in neighbouring conductors. This effect can be represented by an .additional com-
ponent in the conductance resistance defined as Me. An approximation for Me is
given in equation (2.15) [10J•
AR
M~= 10
N1
M. == 16
An M
Lmt=24
for q>5
for 2.5<q <5
for q <25 2.15
where ARis given by equation (2.16) and q is defined-as in equation (2.5).
d
!ill ==q ·-·RJas 2.16/;
(i .' ,-". •. . .• .: .•~
The resulting equation for the resistance of the cable as a function of fteo1.\ar;c:v-~.,cli
the. inductance of the cable' as a function of frequency is given resJectiviiyby
equation (2.17) and equation (2. 18) [10J.
R if) ==Rac• TSI1 • Tn +AR., Qlkm ·'·2.17
2.18
The conductance parameter G is frequency sensitive and its effect ismore pronounced
in paper insulated cables. In good quality plastic insulated, 0 can .pe taken as a
constant, and is in general very small. The model for the frequency dependence of
Gis embodied in equation (2.19).
, 'i
2.19
where g is the base value, and the index k d,~pendsOn the type of cable and would
Ii·
be zero in an ideal cable. For paper Lsulated cables, k varies in the range 1.0 to 1.5.
Of all the primary parameters, capacitance is the least variable with frequency and
is assumed to be constanu
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2.1.2 MuUignuge Cable Model
A transmission. line of characteristic impedance 20 is usually depicted as illustrated
in Figure 2 .3,where the line is driven by a generator Eo, internal impedance Za. and
is terminated atthe distance I(measuredfrOItr the generatorend), by an impedance .0-.
Zg
Figure 2.3 Single cable section depicting generator and terminator components,
A wave travelling down the line will be attenuated. The propagation of a wave
tt,1,vellilig from the generator end trh -rds the termination end is given by
"
equation (2.20).
2.20
where x
VFc;r(ro,O)
= Length of cable section.
= Fourier transform of the forward travelling voltage
at the generator end.
= Fouriertransform of the forward travelling voltage
et point x along the cable section.
If the terminating impedance Zr is different to the characteristic impedance 20, a
reflection takes place at the termination end of the line. The reflection coefficient
is given by equation (2.21).
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Z,,(ro)-Zr(ro)
PFor == Z',,(ro) +Z1'«(.I) 2.21
The propagation of the backward travelling wave is described by equation (2.22).
2.22
The backward ,travelling wave suffer:ea reflection atrhe generator end, according.to
equation (2.23).
2.23
'.... . ....' p
When the linefs driven byaseurce with mternalimpedanceZG1 the voltage irl'lpr~$sed
upon the line as a forward. ttl\velling wave is given by equation (2,24).
t!-,
I:I I,;'
2.24
Forward voilage path
e-~d 1+-Pf
Pf
l+Pr
Backward
}--,........""".,~
\1
\\
1,\
'1'01 tage path
Source: Ref [12J
Figiue 2.4
(\"
Model for a single cable connection
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Tho diagr3111of Figure 2,A illustrates the mo~tilused for a single section of cab(e.
The u1?per\path depicts the forward travelling wave, while the lower path depicts-the
backward travelling wave. At the generator .fJl~d,the factor AG is introduced to
describe the potential divider effect shown in equation (2.24).
Modelling of a tnultigauge subscriber loop is performed by interconnecting the.single
sectioh model of Figure 2.4. Figure .~.5is an example for a three section cable
',; . ,- -, ,- ,--.' .' •.,\
connecdon.where. the individual models for the three sections are distinguished by
,;\
an extra subscript.
Source: Rel(1Zj
Figure 2.5 Model fOlii a three section cable connection
,>
It is clear from Figure 25 thatthe reflections at either end of each section give rise
to the multiplicity of forward and backward travelling components. The type of
series solution used fOr single cable sections proves difficult in this situation.
Discipline is required to manage the data flow and calculations in the simulation,
One approach is'described by Lowittt71, while Figure 2.6 indicates a seC011d
methodologyfl2J for keeping track of the various components.
Figure 2.6 .differs from the model depicting the three section connection of
Figure.'2 .5 by replicating the forward and backward paths as many times as is
necessary, Whenever a reflection occurs the element depicting the reflection
coefficient connects with the next lower line in the diagram rather than feeding back
to the tipper line. The sum of all the backward travelling waves due ,to the first
reflection: at the ends of cable section l, 2, and 3 arrive at the receiving end at point
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x, while, later reflectiens arnveatpoints y, Z,etc. The sum of these reflections together
with the output of element A gives tIt,,, near end echo. At the termination end. the
total received waveform is the out{~Utofthe summer shown.
Source: Refl121
Fignre 2.~ Expansion oicable model showing reflected components
_ \i '
There; exists arnlnimum number of paths required to give an accurate representation
of the near ejid and received waveforms. .Not all reflections are modelled and those
of very iow amplitude. ate not calculated.
The model illustrated in Figure 2.6 is known as the transient state model, since each
cable section: is characterized as a transfer function and each join with a reflection
coefficient, Thevarious transmitted andreflected signals can be explicitly described,
and full-duplex transmission can be simulated as bidirectional transmission is readily
modelled as the superposition of transmission in both directions.
A. second model known as the steady state model has also been developed. This
model reduces the entire cable connection to a single equivalent transfer function.
Implicit in this model is the reflections which results from mismatches along the
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connection. and is absorbed into the transfer function expressions. This model can
therefore not give explicit expressions for the signal that will be reflected at the
discontinuities created by the differing cable joins. It can therefore only be used to
simulate half ..duplex transmission schemes.
The simulation represents the waveforms being transmitted by 256 fourier har-
monies, Each composite loop, with numerous loop sections is represented by its
individual transfer function at each harmonic frequency. The number of points in
the Fast Fourier Transform has been limited to 256 due to the program stack been
limited to 64kbytes. It has subsequently been determined that with careful usage,
the number of points used in the Fast Fourisr Transform can be increased to 1024
providing thatlarge arrays are declared globally orplaced on the heap memory space.
2.2 Original Simulator' - Version 0.0
The cable simulation package structure as developed by Lowitt (7) is illustrated in
the block diagram of Figure 2.7. The simulation can be diVided iato two main
sections. The first characterises the subscriber loop connection (i.e., program
CabSim), and the second. simulates the propsgation of digital signals along the
connection (i.e" program Waves, EyeDgm, and Eye.fat). Several other auxiliary
programs are providcQ ,D manipulate and plot the results produced from these pro-
grams.
The program CabSim is used to characterise the subscriber loop which is specified
by the user, Multigauge connections comprising sections selected from a 'Cable
Library', or specified by the user in terms of the d.c primary parameters and cable
geometry are characterised in the frequency domain. Two models are available to
characterise the subscriber loop; namely, the steady state and the transient state
model.
Both these models rely on computing the secondary parameters (i.e., characteristic
impedance and propagation factG"t)of the composite sections, The secondary
parameters are calculated from the primary parameters. Various effects such as skin
effect, proximity effect and eddy current effect are taken into account when com-
puting the frequency dependant versions of the primary parameters.
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Figure 2.7 Original simulator program block diagram - Version 0.0
The characteristic impedance values are used to determine the reflection coefficient
which characterise the joins between cable sections. The propagation factor is
necessary to characterise the voltage transfer function for each section.
The program Response is used to manipulate the results produced by CabSim for
plotting purposes. The results available include the following:
(a) primary parameters,
(b) secondary parameters,
Graph
Trnl1sllJil/IJd Wsvofolm
Thru Componant
£:ye DiEl(/l1lms
Thtu Component
(8 bits only)
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(c) reflection coefficient,
(d) transfer functions, and
(e) impulse response.
The program Graph,which is a dedicated graph plotting program, is used to display
these results.
The program Waves utilises the transient state cable connection model to simulate
pulse transmission in full-duplex mode along the connection. This program allows
the user to select the bit pattern (i.e., data sequence) to be transmitted, the coding
strategy (i.e., either ternary, bipolar-or orthonormal coding), and in the case of bipolar
or-ternary c. Iing, a window for pulse shaping (i.e, pre-equalizer). A harming, raised
cosine, hamming, tophat andrectangularwindow is available. The window is applied
to each bit period in the data sequence. The program Waves assumes perfect
impedance matching conditions at the end terminations even though the cable
characterization program CabSim provides the option of establishing mismatches
at the end terminations, and generates the reflection coefficient to characterise these
mismatches. The simulation in its present form implies perfect matching at the
termination ends.
The program Arrange is used to manipulate the results produced by program Waves
for plotting purposes. The results available include the following:
(a) the transmit signal waveforms from both ends,
(b) the received signal waveforms at both ends, and
(c) the various reflected signal waveforms.
The program Graph can then be used to display these results graphically.
The manipulations performed by the program Arrange is required due to the
modulation property, i.e.,
x(t -a) <== FT => e-jroa
which has the effect of shifting the origin of the time domain representation of the
waveforms relative to the common origin in time. Since this axis is effectively a
"wrap-arround", itmeans that what might appear to be 11 zero point in time, would
be a point t =. a, which has been delayed and now wraps into the beginning. The
program Arrange therefore provides the user with the flexibility to shift the origin
of the received signals (i.e., results produced by program Waves) by "un-wrapping"
....,
; I
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There are also two other programs that can be used to analyse unidirectional trans-
mission. Th,: first is EyeDgm, which utilises the transient state model. The second
is EyePat which utilises the steady state model, These two programs generate eye
diagrams of the received signals, The eye diagrams can be graphically displayed
with the use of the program Graph. The program Graph is however only capable
of displaying up to the first eight hits of the signal.
the axis and re-arranging it. This program also positions the various reflected signals
relative to the main received signal. For example, those signals that are delayed are
set to zero for the time corresponding to the time delay f.1 ~y experience relative to
the main received signal. This enables superposition of the signals to proceed cor-
rectly.
2.3 Modified Slmulatcr » Yersion 1.0
The programs contained in the cable simulation package version 0.0 (described in
Section 2.2), was revised, and in several cases, rewritten. The program CabSim,
Response and Graph were revised in order to improve the man-machine interface,
and also debugged further. The programs Waves, EyeDgm, EyePat and Arrange
had to be rewritten due to the fact that they did not produce sensible results, or any
results at all. They were also difficult to use due to a poor effort on the man-machine
interface as well as inadequately debugging. The decision to rewrite these programs
instead of merely correcting them came about because these programs were devel-
oped using global variables only in an attempt to conserve stack space on the
computer. This approach to programming makes it extremely difficult to analyse
only certain sections of the complete program. The modified version of the cable
simulation package contains extensive parameter passing declarations in its pro-
cedures, but has included variable declarations to the parameters passed in order to
still conserve the stack space.
'The revised version of the cable simulation package is illustrated in Figure 2.8. The
program CabSim has been renamed to CableSim. The' Cable Library' contained in
this program has been updated from three different type of cables in version 0.0 to
six different type of cables in version lO, The results produced by Cablesim are
structured and contain adequate titles for the various tables of data, enabling the
result file to be dumped directly to a printer.
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The programs Response and Graph have remained with the same name. They do
however include refinements to the man-machine interface. The program Graph is
now no longer restricted to displaying only the rust eight bits of a received or
transmitted waveform in the eye diagram, but of displaying all the bit periods in the
eye diagram irrespective of the number of bits used to create the transmitted signal.
The program Il-Duplex (i.e., Half-Duplex Simulation), replaces the program Eye-
Pat. It has also been upgraded in order to provide the new features. and functions
incorporated in the program F -Duplex.
The program F-Duplex (i.e., Full-duplex simulation), now replaces the program
Waves. The program F-Dl~plex also includes eye diagram. facilities (thus causing
the program EyeDgm to be redundant), as well as several new features and functions.
The line code selection has been upgraded to include AMI (Alternate Marklnversion)
code. Other popular line codes such as 4B3T and 2BIQ can be easily included in
the program. Information about the cable connection (as was specified by the user
in the program CableSim), the line code, the pulse shaping window, as well as the
bit rate of the data sequence being simulated, is also displayed. The bit rate is not
specified directly by the user, but is a function of the fold frequency and the number
of points to be usedin the fast fourier transform. (specified in the program CableSim),
as well as the number of bits in the data sequence (specified within the program
F-Dllplex).
The program Els-Arran (i.e., Full-Duplex Arrange), now replaces the program
Arrange. This program has been modified in order to produce the various eye
diagram results produced by the program F -Duplex.
The revised cable simulation package, as is illustrated in Figure 2.8, has been used
to obtain all the simulation results that has been quoted in this dissertation.
2.4 Conclusions
This chapter has described a computer simulation package that can be used for
modelling pulse transmission over multigauge subscriber loops. The model used
for each section incorporates skin, proximity, and eddy current effects. The model
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is configured to allow forward and backward travelling waves to be clearly identified.
The simulator thus allows important quantities such as near end echo and overall
transmit ,I,i.,,<distortionto be predicted.
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Chapter 3
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A comprehensive test facility has been designed. that can be used to characterize a
wide range of table types, and analyse the performance of pulse propagation for any
specified cable connection. Although this facility can be used to provide data needed
for the development of digital transmission equipment that will operate effectively
Within the constraints of the installed cables; its main objective. is to provide data
needed for the validation of the Cable Simulation Package.
It is necessary to prove the performance of the Cable Simulation Package against
field data, with the experimental system operating over real cables in the existing
subscribereableenvironment, While this is an essential part of the overall evaluation,
it would be costly to carry out all the required evaluations in the field, so a realistic
testfacility is required in the laboratory where there is the additional advantage of
a full range of test instruments; and cable types.
The large number of measurements required are processed as efficiently and
effectively as possible by the use of computer controlled test equipment and direct
collection of the data for processing. This has been achieved with the use of the
IEEE GPlB-488 bus interface standard. The IEEE GPID-488 bus controller being
hostednn the.PC. Several software programs have therefore been developed in order
to:
(a) facilitate the remote operation of the test instruments,
(b) automatically transfer the measured data, and
(c) to analyse and. display the measured data on the PC.
The experimental facility has been. divided into two sel'arl'i' . uarts. The first is used
to characterize the various types of cables, :>.nd the se •.
domain waveforms.
used t-o obtain time
3.1 Cable Test Bed
For a mixed gauge situation, it is not feasible to build a lumped component cable
simulator with sufficient accuracy [31,so it is necessary to use real cables in laboratory
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tests. Ideally the laboratory should have direct access to a wide range of cable types
and lengths lllducted cables. Some practical compromise such as having the lengths
of cable on a drum, have to be made. Deviations in transmission performances
compared to ducted cables are not expected to be significant, although differences
incrosstalk behaviour may impose some restrictions ull the test bed use.
The diagram given in Figure 3.1, illustrates the physical construction of a typical
subscriber cable found underground.
CabJe with polyethylene
moisture barrier ahdfor
aluminium sheath
......._
......._
........ v-:
, -_ .......__
Unit
Figure 3.1 Typical construction layout of a subscriber cable
The subscriber cable consists of several units (layered concentrically around the
centre), which are encapsulated by a aluminium sheath and a polyethylene moisture
barrier. Each unit in turn consists of several quads which are also layered c ~.1~en~
trically. Each quad, in general, contains four conductors (i,e., two pairs), which are
twisted together. All the quads and units remain within their designated layer
throughout the entire cable length. They do however rotate and move around their
t esignated layers in order to increase the cable flexibility enabling the cable to be
wound on large drums. The two pairs within a quad are twisted together not only
.forflexibility considerations, but mainly to minimize crosstalk.
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The cable types that have been installed in the laboratory, in a relatively stable
temperature envitpnment (i.e." 24 degrees centigrade); is summarised in Table 3.1.
These cables are terminated on a distribution frame and incoI1'Q['ate some form of
screening tominimize interaction. For each type, two lengths! jU'eavailable, enabling
a fat(seJ~t~?n of length, g~Jlge.and insulation types to be patehed at the disttjbudon
fraIUe; M~~(palpatching thH~provides for a Il:'luchwider selection of conditions in
the Iaboratory than it would be economic to explore in th,yfield.
The characterization measurements to be performed on .each type of cable in the
cable test bed has been repeated on two pairs, 'The firstpair selected is situated in
the outer layer next to the cable sheath and is referred to as Sample 1. The sec8nd
pair is selected in the innermost layer and is referred to as Sample 2.
Table 3.1 "Cable Tes'l:Bed
"
, .,,_,
Gauge Insulatidn Filling Pairs Screen Sheath Type LengllisJ
19 PE Air 80 Z-Screen 1,'E pCM 223m
(0.91 nun) l001m
22 PE Air 80 Z-Screen PE PCM 219m
( , (O.63rom) l006m
24 PE. Ak 75 Layer FE Distribution 217m
(O.51mm) Seperated \\ Cable lO04m
ji
>" :;;:"C-;;~' 1. 26 PE Air 75 Layer PE Distribution 193mI,(O.41mm) -,'Seperated Cable 929m
l·
I Key : PE ~Polyethylene
This test bed will be extensively used for the evaluation of the Cable Simulation
Package. Tables of data regarding its electrical properties were not available and
had to be determined, This involves determining the attenuation, phase and impe-
dance as functions of frequeflQY.
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The Cable Simulation Package Ii~es tratlslmssi(lltt line tlJeory in order to de;t~op a.
\' . _"
model' of the subscriber loop.
3.2 Cable CharacterizatiOIl
The primary parameters cannot be determined by direct measurement on,the cable,
and must be detennin~J either from the physical cable. geometrY and material con-
stants, Orfr~)lltthe secoc}ary parameters. The former method involves theoretical
?ppr~natiorls 113}tand is ~hererore.unsuiiable. The latter requires th~ availability
of the secortdaty parameter data, which can be determined indirectly from input
Imlpedance nleasui:ements on the sables. This method entails measuring the input
impedance of a sample length 0* pa.ble under two tetminatiot} conditions, namely;
unde'l" upen-drcuit (to(:) and slu1:rt..chn'uit (Z.I'<:)ccnditions. A short-circuit and
open-circuit being two readily avr~nableterrninal.load impedances.
Provided thatZsc and Zoe aremeasurod~t the ~~amefrequency,for the same line section
" , ','__ ' " _', ",,', ",,' " ',' ',' .,' " }l': , "
of length " then ZI)' tt and ~ ~re determined by equations (3.1), tS.2)and (3,~).
These equations are derived from th(~basic traasmissionllneequatlons, therlelCivat.ion
ot 'which. IS presented in Appendix B .1.
3.1
3.2
1 ,'(i' z,',#-'" -Zoe
and
3.3
where 11::: 0,1, 2t .. ,
I :::length of the cable in meters
This method does not however determine a unique value of 13" but a series of values
differing consecutively by ('ltll) radians per meter.
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As an approximatien, the felation J} ::: 21t,lA,~(where 7v¢ h the electtica1 wavelength
on the line). can be lpsed. Since the lines under consideradon contain a plastic
dielectric, it is expected i.tli1t ~\emay be as much as thirty. percent shorter than the
free space value. 'Them does however exist It bett~'M'vlav of detctmining the value
of ~, hy>t~Ltki.ng use of the two different lengths available in. the cable test bed for
each type of cable. ~y performing th~ same impedance measuremenf on a shorter
length of line, lower v.al~esOfll will occur in~h~equation for ll, and there will be
less doubfd's to whichls the correct value. 'lm:.r is c1e,atb' Ulristrated in FigUre 3.2,
.\. •..... ....;. . < ....."where pwas determined from impedance measurements performed on two different
lengths ,of the same tYPP,l of cable, sp;mning the same frequency range. In «ach qf
these grapns, the factor (nrcll), (see. equation (3.3», has been excluded ill
calculatillg p.
::J
250
200
150 {
1()o
50
200
Froquoncy ( kH~ )
400300 500
1()oOrn Lahbth
Measured phase cOIJSHlnt for two different lengths of the same cable
type excluding the factor Orrell)
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Twoprecautions must be observed in performing the inputtmpedancemeasurements,
Firstly, the unpedance-measuring instrument used must be capable of measuring
"balanced" impedances since the parallel-wire line conductors are symmetrical,
Secondly, the length of line I, cannot be completely arbitrary bqt must be chosen S0
that both Zero andZ(Mhave values appropriate to the impeda,nce-nieasuring instrument.
It is obvious, that for an extremely short section of any line, Zsc might be too small
and Zoe too large to be accurately measurable.
Equati~>l1s(3.4>', (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) are general design equations for determining
the distributed l?ircuit·coefficient that a transmission line would have to possess.to
give a set of desired operating characteristics specified by the values of lX,p and 20
at frequency ro-.The derivation of these equations is presented in Appendix lJ.2.
3.4
3.5
3.6
and
3.7
where
3.8
Care must be taken 'when these formulas are implemented in order not to introduce
computll.tiot1 errors caused by the difference ir~order of magnitude of some of the
variables.
3.2.1 Experitri~il~alFacUity : Cable Characteri:£aHon Analysis
It is clear that ,the foregoing procedure rely on a variety of measurements and
computations which would be both tedious and time cousuming without the aid of
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computers andcomputercontrolled test equipment. Extensive use has therefore been
made of the IEEE GP1B-488· digital interface in order to provide an efficient and
effective method of analysis. The activity of all the devices connected to the IEEE
GPIB-488 bus interface is controlled by the GPlB controller which is hosted on an
lBMc()lIlpatible personalcompnter (PC). The PC is also usedto collect measurement
data-from the various test equipment for analysis and storage purposes. Results
obtained may be displayed on the screen.' stored to a file, or written to an output
device such as a plotter or printer.
The HP4195A Network/Spectrum analyser, together with the HP35676A Reflec-
tion/Transmission Test K1t has been used to perform the impedance measurements
requited on the test bed cables •. The results of the two measurements requited. ZM.
and Z$C! to be performed on each cable are stored to disk on the Networl(/Spec;ttUlIl
analyser before being transferred to the PC for additioIl'il analysis.
'-1','
HP419SP,Nefw&,;}
Spectrum AI1alyz~r
HP~S316A ir<:lll$mtssiol1/
Re!l£l(;l!c1!l TesU<it _.---tJtO-
Termination
Condition
Devtea Under Test
(Twisted Pair)
Figure 3.3 Diagram of the cable characterization experimental setup
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An outline configuration for the measurement facility required to determine the input
impedance of.the various cables under different termination conditions is shown in
Figure 3.3. if
The following sections provide a description of each instrument used, stating its
capability and limitations applicable to the experiments,
Network/Spectrum Analyser - HP4195A (14,15)
The H.P4195A Is an intelligent Network/Spectrum analyzer which consists of a
Control Unit and a Measurement Unit. The control unit contains a colour graphics
CRT for displaying the measured results, and a 3.5 inch micro flexible drive for
storing/recalling data and internally stored user programs, The measurement unit
has two channels, each of which has its own source output, reference, and testreceiver
input 0l,1 the front panel. The instrument bandwidth is 10Hz to 500MHz.
The HP4195A has measurement Calibration capabilities, which is an accuracy
enhancement procedure that transfers. the measured accuracy and uncertainty of
standard devices to themeasurement accuracy and uncertainty of a testdevice. Since
the characteristics of standards are known to a high degree of accuracy, the system
(HP4195Aplus external devices needed to measure a test device), can measure one
or more standards, then use the results of these measurements to greatly enhance the
measurement accuracy. Four sets of calibration standard values are stored in the
HP4195A. Each set consists of open termination's conductance and parallel
capacitance, short termination's resistance and series inductance, and load termi-
nation's resistance and series inductance.
The HP4195A can be used to perform impedance measurements, A reflection
coefficient measurement method is used when making impedance measurements.
to 11ieaslv.-ereflection parameters, a directional couplet (i.e.,bridge), shown in
Figure 3.4, is required to pick up the reflected signal. A power splitter is also required
to feed the signal to both the reference channel and the directional coupler. The
setup for this measurement is accomplished by connecting the HP35676A Reflec-
tion/Transmission Test Kit as illustrated in Figure 3.3. The receiver detects two
signals (i.e., Reference and Test) and the amplitude ratio and the phase difference
of the two signals are converted into the required impedance measurement format,
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Figure 3.4 HP35676A reflection/transmission test kit block diagram
Reflectlon/Transtnission Test Kit - IIP35676A [16]
TheHP35676A Reflection/Transmission Test Kit contains components to assist the
HP4195A Network/Spectrum analyzer in performing calibrated complex reflection
and transmission measurements over a frequency range 5Hz to 200Mf-1z.
Itis calibrated for reflection measurements by using the internal one port full cali-
bration function of theHP4195A. The calibration function requires that a short,
open and reference load (500) be attached in place of a test device during calibration.
A complete description of the HP4195A calibration procedure, is given ill the
HP4195A Network Analyzer Operating Manual l'",
The HP4195A is also able to calibrate and compensate for external cables and test
adapters connected between the signal divider and the device under test. When
calibrating With external cables 'md test adapters, simply apply the short, open and
reference load ~tthe physical point where the test device will be connected.
The HP4195A together with the Reflection/Transmission Test Kit is not capable of
measuring "balance" impedances. There are three solutions to this problem, namely:
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(a) to purchase a "balanced" Reflection/Transmlssion Test Kit,
(b) to design a unbalance-to-balance transformer (BALUN), and
(c) to un-earth the HP4195A Network/Spectrum Analyser.
The commercially available "balanced" Reflection/Transmission Test Kit for the
HP4195A that operates within the region ofinterest was not available. To design a
BALUN that could be used to match a unbalanced load to a balanced load was
feasible [l7], as the characteristics of the BALUN would be compensated for by the
external adapter calibration and compensation facility provided by the HP4195A.
The last option of disconnecting the earth strap from the mains is by far the easiest
method to implement. The results obtained are accurate provided that certain
conditions are adhered to.
HP4195A Network!
Spectrum Analyzer
The illustration of Figure 3.5 depicts a simple diagram of how a balanced network
can be measured using a unbalanced measuring device.
.... ..
Balanced 9M.,... ,."
Two Port TestSource
Network ~ ~
Mains
Connector)(l
Figure 3.5 Measuring a balanced network with a unbalance measuring device
In an unbalanced impedance measuring device, one of the two measurement probes
is connected to the instrnment chassis which in turn is connected to earth via the
mains cable as is illustrated in Figure 3.5. In order for such an instrument to be
capable of measuring balanced networks, it is not sufficient to merely disconnect
the earth wire from the mains. This technique of disconnecting the earth cable from
the mains will only provide accurate results if the physical dimensions of the
instrument (including the length of the power cord» is a negligible fraction of the
shortest wavelength used in the measurement being performed. Under these
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conditions, the currents il andi:z. are identical since i3will be negligible, and a balanced
measurement criterion is achieved. The highest frequency of interest is lMHz which
corresponds to awavelength of 300m and thus the results obtained are of sufficient
accuracy.
Analysis Capabilities On The PC
Several programs have been written on the PC illTurbo Pascal in order to accomplish
all the computations (specified in section 3.2), required to determine the primary and
secondary parameters. Each program performs only one task. This allows the user
to actively monitor the results obtained after each task is completed. The sequence
in which each program must be executed is illustrated in Figure 3.6.
Each program upon completion writes the results to a ASCII file in a structured
format. The file can therefore be copied to a printer or screen for analysis, or it can
be accessed by a graphing package in order to generate graphical results of each
parameterts), Also illustrated in each program block of Figure 3.6, is the result
output filename format. As an example, a particular cable is considered. The cable
section is of the gauge type 22 with a length of 200m.
Each program Call. be executed either interactively, or in a batch mode environment
by setting up a batch file. This feature is advantageous due to the intensity of the
computations performed (which increases execution time), and also due to the low
l equirernent of user interaction. Whichever mode of execution is used, the result
files generated after each task are not destroyed and can be viewed after all the tasks
are completed. Each program in Figure 3.6 is briefly discussed in the following
paragraphs.
For the example considered, the open and short circuit measurements were performed
on a pair suuated next to the cable sheath (i.e., Sample 1), and each measurement
result is stored on the HP4195A Network/Spectrum analyzer. The program
lIP4195A seizes control of the IEEE GPIB 488 interface. It addresses the HP4195A
Network/Spectrum analyzer and transfers the open-circuit and short-circuit
measurements stored on the disk to the hard-disk storage medium on the PC. This
program requires as inp •.•t, the cable gauge, cable length and measurement sample
number. The caole of interest is thus specified and the required files containing the
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short and open circuit impedance measurementresults are transferred. If the required
files are not available, an error is reported, and the user is informed to perform (he
required impedance measurements first,
rr==n G 220km2sc11
I-~_''e_._.'__ ~-I . ;;~~~~:~~ ==>
Sf R1Tf 82 R212 220km2oc12
000 0 ~~
HP4195A
Output: ?HP
I I
220km211.HP
220km212.HP
V
HP4195A Net.work!
Spectrum Analyzer
Input: ?HP
output: ?MEA
II
22_Okm21.MEA
£,l
Merge
Input: ?MEA
Output: ?SP
II
22_Okm21.SP
U
22_Okm21.SEC
F-Pri
Input: ?SE.C
output: ?PRI
I I
22_OkI1121.PRI
U
Figure 3.6 Cable characterization analysis sequence on the PC
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Due to the limitation by the Disk Operating System (DOS) on the length of the
filename, the filename extension (i,e., last three characters) are extensively used in
order to indicate the type of results contained in the file. In this case, as the files
contain data as was measured by the HP419SA Network/Spectrum analyzer, all the
files transferred will have the extension 'BPI.
The program il,{erge is used to join the respective measurement results (only if the
measurements were performed in separate ranges), into one file. The cable measured
data is now completely specified by the cable gauge, cable length and sample number,
The extension in this case is 'MEA' as the data contained in the file is the complete
measured data of that particular cable. Every me with the extension' MEA' therefore
contains all the input impedance measurements data pertaining to a cable which is
specified by the filename.
The program Cal-Sec calculates the secondary parameters in accordance with
equations (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) given in section 3.2. This program requires as input
a filename with an extension' MEA'. The filename completely specifies the cazle
of interest. The results for the characteristic impedance and t:le propagation factor
as a function of frequency is stored to a file of the same name but with the
extension 'Sl", This file does not contain unique values for (3, but the basic value
and n times the multiple which should be added, (see equation (3.3)).
The program F -Sec is now used to determine the unique values for (3 in accordance
with the theory presented in section 3.2, This program requires as input a file with
the extension' SP', and operates only on the column for (3. The results are written
to a file of the same name, but with the extension' SEC', The file with an extension
'SEC' therefore contains a table of the secondary parameters (i.e., 9teal(Z,,),
Smag(Zo), <X and P), as a function of frequency. The filename again completely
specifies the cable measured.
The prograI!l F -Pri is now used to calculate the primary parameters in accordance
with the equations (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) given in section 3.2. The program
requires as input, a file with the extension 'SBC', and stores the results to a file with
the same name but with the extension 'PRI'. The file with the extension 'PRI'
therefore contains a table of the secondary parameters (i.e., R, L, G and C), as a
function of frequency.
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In all the above computations, care has been taken inorder not to introduce errors
due to computation errors being caused by inadequate teal number precision.
Selected results obtained "lith this measurement facility is discussed in Chapter 4,
with the complete set of results for all the cables contained in the cable test bed,
given in Appendices D to F.
3.3 Propagation Analysis of Digital Signals
An experimental facility that is capable of transmitting line-coded signals, and
recording the received and transmitted signals on subscriber loops, is required in
order to obtain results that will enable t ,;verification of the propagation model of
digital signals contained in the Cable Simulation Package.
The line-coded signals in subscriber loops are characterized by a spectra which has
a zero d.c level content, a spectral peak in the range of 30 to 50kHz and which can
usually be considered to be band limited to approximately 150kHz by equalization
filters, llSC~ at the termination ends. Line drivers and receivers are required for
nmeasurement purposes to have a flat frequency response up to at least 500kHz,
preferably wider for the line drivers. The waveforms are required to be captured for
analysis purposes, Analog to digital converters with sampling rates in excess of
10MHz are required since the waveforms must be oversampled in order to retain the
signal shape.
3.3.1 Experimental Facility ~Pulse Propagation Analysis
The block diagram of the experimental system used to analyse the propagation
characteristics of digital signals on various cable connections is Illustrated in
Figure 3.7.
The line-coded signal are obtained from the pulse generator and word generator
combination, and fed through to the line driver. Each end of the cable is terminated
at a specified impedance. Recei vers are used at each end of the connection to detect
the waveforms present. These detected waveforms are captured by the two-channel
programmable digitizer, and transferred to the PC via the ffiEE GPIB 488 digital
interface, for d'splay, analysis, and storage purposes.
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(Twisted. Pair)
Figure 3.7 Diagram of me pulse propagation experimental setup
The IEEE OPIB 488 digital interface was again exploited to provide an. efficient and
effective method of analysis and measurement automation. An extensive program
was written in order to :
(a) remotely control the operation of the digitizer,
(b) transfer the data captured to the PC,
(c) provide analysis capabilities on the data captured,
(d) store and retrieve me=sured data, and
(e) provide graph plotting routines.
The graphical capabilities include the setting up of time diagrams and eye diagrams,
as well as graph storage, graph retrieval and graph hardcopy facilities.
This program was designed to be user friendly and makes extensive use of menus,
command status reports, and help Information.
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The following sections provide a description of each instrument used, stating it's
capability and limitations applicable to the experiment,
PG52 Modular Pulse Generator System [181
«
The 1"'052 Prllse G~nerator is completely modularin construction, a system being
ass~mbl~~ f~6m a W1~1H"angeof sIgnal generatiur; ~d processing units available, to '
produce the desired output waveform. Repetition fi\~qnert(~iesup to 30MIlz ~':l'd..
pulse wi~ths down to 10nsec can be obtained front the system. Different r-UtpUt
modules fire designed to operate into a 500 load, The flexibility of the system is
pbtainedby driving this range of output modules from the clock, widtlror delay, gate
or word generator waveform processing modules, to construct an unlimittjd range
of pulse or ramp waveforms.
~;
The plug in units are all self~contained and require onlYd.c power supplies; which
are obtained from the main f"rfif&;i, .. :.S;<>;nalpaths ate made externally, through
" ., ,', _ _ __ _ - ,'_ - -''.---.- .-",,;:', ,./fi,·:~'<"'J .
BNC/BNC connectors, tb,>{~lj~t:.t~.
interconnection required bet'JI'f."l: :'
in the following paragraphs. ,; . ";;) ,
0:"~'~i:'" ;..j'"1,~,:-: ..:~~~
,\~r!l~~Qillty. in iiiterconnettion. The
" '."'<~li~6§ywhich are briefly discuss~c1
~,,' .
(a) P052 lA Clock Generat()r.Ma4{;~ ....;,
. 'Ii. ~-)
This module provides the basic crcick rates for the s~stettl. It covers the frequency
range O.lHz to(~OMHz. in free-running, ex~brnal!y triggered or gated mode. The
trigger mode ml\y also be triggered manually for single shot applications, or used as
"
an aperiodic +10 or +100 count-down. A sweep facility alternatively allows-the
internal frequency to be controlledo~~rany selected 10:1range by an external input.
\
(
)
(b) P052.A Standard Output Module
This module provides outputs into 500 with rise and faU times of typically 5nsec.
<The positive and negative levels of the output pulse may be varied independently
over the range Oto +10volts andO to -10 volts respectively. Attenuated ranges allow
those levels to be reduced successively from 10 volt to 100 mvolt,
A pnlse invert facility allows both the generation of nega.lve pulses and output duty
cycles approaching 100%. The two input sockets allow the generation of output
pulses from two independent sources.
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(c) PG52 P8 Word Ocnel'l!tcr.Module
This module'generates pulse pattern,sof~p to 16 bits in length and can operate in a
continuous "F externally ttip;gered cycle mode. The output can',~e switched to he in
a non-return-to ..zero form or, a return to zero farm" A synchrol1izing output Signal
is provided at the end oftor;\ word to allow rtWQ,ulesto be cascaded in order to extend
the word ICllgth b~y"nd 16 bits, .
The wOl'(lgenerator can be dri'ilcn directly from a clock and into a.output module to
provide ~)non-returQ\to Zero ~avefonn cycling through any T€;quired pulse pattern
up t~ 16p1t8 ill length, The last bit output of,the word generator is used as ~ trigger
pulse fotaU othet devices.
\)
n .)
In order to obtain a g<lbd~oise rejection perfoItl)anCe, a diffel~ntiall\he rower 9ircuit
was designed to transmit the digitall)ignal over tlte twisted~palr eonrt' "jJ,O)~ it;,
design of tne.Ji'le driver circuit is presented In Appendix C. The graphs of Figure !:/,.8
and Figur~., "'rl!'espectiv6'ly illustrates the magnitude and phase response charS
acteristie ()f'thi~10tl~i!.1Vertit\garid inverting line driver. "
I)
\\~ ~
The line drly'ets 'are of unity gain. and ate therefore current boosters, T~,e n,on~in~"
, ve~png nne drivert~as a bandwidth or 1.6MBz, measured at its ,,3d)) poiut. THe
fleqilency'resPollse is f1~ up to 300kHz thereafter rlsirrg gradualiy and peaking at
':;:,~)
1.P~Mliz with' a gain of O.6dJ3's, The inverting line driver Has slightly different
chatlicteri~tics due to the 'addidonal invertin& amplifier required. The inverting title
driver ha:;ra band,width of 1.7MIiz, with a flat frequency ,r,esponse up to 325kHz
:t~singgtadl.H~l1~.~lldpeakl'ng at l.04MHz with a gain of O.9cUJ'~."The phase response
is lin~ar In the range of interest, an~ as expected the phase response between the
non ..hlvertlng and inverting line driveris 180 degrees.
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2.0.
2.0
Differential Line Receivers
A high gain d.c coupled differential amplifier with. single ended output, high input
impedance and high common mode rejection ratio is required to detect the signals
I:, .. ·i~' ... /'
present on the twisted-pair, It is also itnportantnot only to monitor the receiver-end
':J
of the twisted-pair, but also to monitor the transmitter end as it will detect any signal
that is reflected back towards the line drivers.
The. design of thedifferential receiver circuits is presentedinAppendix C. The graphs
of Figure .3 .10 andFigure 3.11 respectively illustrates the magnitude and phase
response characteristic of the tran smitter and receiver end detectors. The transn¥tter
end detector has a flatftequency response at a gain of 12.2dB 's, and a bandwidth of
245kHz. The receiver end detector has gain of 57dB's and a bandwidth of 135kHz.
Tel'mil1atiou
Theoutputitnped~ce ofthedifferendalline driver usedto transmit the digital signals
along the twisted-pait is negligible in comparlson to the input impedance of the
connection. This arrangement ensures maximum flexibility in defining the termi-
nation impedance. The differentia11inedeteeto:rs on the other hand hl\ye a very high
input impedance thus providing the same flexibility. This enables the termination
networks used to be independent of the eqUipment found on either end of a cable
connection. The termination network can Simply be a resistor, lumped impedance
network, or a hybrid.
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390AD Programmable Digitizer [191 ,
The 390AD is a high-performance, fully programmable waveform digitizer with
two-channel input, 10 bit voltage resolution, maximum sampling rate of 60MHz,
and bandwidth of d.c to 15IvIHz. It can. record a high speed, single shot event
simultaneously into two channels. The 390AD is equipped with a GP.l.;~connector
(IEEE OPIS 488) for waveform processing and automatic measurernent using an
external controller.
The 390Al) includes circuits to automatically calibrate the gain and d,c drift, which
ensures high stability, excellent d: ...smic accuracy r effective bits, transient response,
differential gain and differential phase.
The purpose of the IEEE G~'t .~~488 bus is to provide an effective communications
linkover which messages can be carried between mstrumentsin a clear and orderly
manner. Instruments designed to operate according to the standard can be connected
directly to the bus and operated by a controller with appropriate programming, All
settings except for the control of power supply, and external \rlOnitor controls such
as vertical and horizontal position .expansions, end display time.\$, are programmable.
Waveform Analysis CaJl( es on the PC
Automatio» of the digitat signal propagation experimental setup has been achieved
by remotely controlling the digitizer from aPC via the GPm-488 interface. A menu
driven program has been created in order to facilitate the setting up procedure of the
digitizer, the transfer of information captured, and the quick display of the data.
The diagram of Figure 3.12 illustrates the menu structure of this program, It can be
seen that the program provides many other features that have been grouped into the
four menus.
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GPIB-PC
Vertical SeNings
Trigger Settings
Timebase Settings
Digitizer Setup
Environment
File Management
Environment
Directory Ustlng
Create File
Save File
Delete File
Waveform Acquisition
Environment
Roll Mode
Capture Mode
Display Captured Data
Save Captured Data
Waveform Graphing
Envlronmrnt
r------"
Screen Plot a Graph
Screen Plot a I=ye Dlagmm
Botrelv« Graph from Disk
F?.'?trie~·eEye Diagram from Disk
Figure 3.12 Host computer menu structure for the 390Ab programmable digitizer
The digitizer setup environment provides complete remote programmability u the
instrument. For easy operation the setup menu has been grouped into three sections
in the same manor as the operators guide, namely, the vertical set' ng, trigger setting,
and the timebase settings. The file management environment allows the user easy
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access to directory listings of data, graph or eye diagrams that have previously been
stored. It also allows file creation, file selection, file deletion, and data storage. The
waveform acquisition environment provides two modes of data acquisition. The
first is the roll mode which continuously displays the data being captured. The
second is a single shot mode that enables data to be captured on the occurrence of
an event. Only the single shot mode can be used to store the digitized inforination.
This inforrnation ..can however be displayed before a decision is taken to store the
data. The waveform graphing environment provides display capabilities that allows
both channels waveforms to be displayed simultaneously. It a)so provides facilities
to zoom, pan, label axis, graph titles, graph storage, as well' as hardcopy facilities.
The screen plotting facilities for eye diagram are the same as that for the waveforms
except for the zoom facility.
3.4 Condusibn,
T[I1S chapter has defi~yd the cable test bed available in the laboratory that is to be
f,
used as part of the t~'O experimental facilities described. The first experimental
facility is used to characterize the different cables according to the well known
transmission line equations. The results obtained from this is used to set up the' cable
library' contained j;rt the Cable Simulation Package as well as to verify the Primary
parameters, secondary parameters, transfer functions, and reflection coefficients of
the various cables and cable connections. The results of this experimental facility
is discussed in Chapter 4. The second facility is used to analyse the pulse propagation
patterns and characteristics. The measured results obtained are compared against
the results predicted by the simulation package by means of pulse pattern and eye
diagram plotting functions. These results are presented in Chapter 5.
The measurement facility is as far as possible automated by making use of computer
controlled equipment for direct setup of the experiments, data transfer; and analysis.
Extensive programming was required in order to achieve the level of automation.
These programs are menu driven in order to facilitate user operation.
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Chapter 4
FREQUENCY DOMAIN VERIFICATION
This chapter is concerned with the verification of the program CableSim. This
program characterizes the cable connection, that is specified by the user, by utilizing
the data provided in the 'Cable Lrbrary' for each type of cable. The characterization
consists of calculating the following parameters in the given order:
(a) primary parameters,
(b) secondary parameters,
(c) transfer function,
Cd) reflection coefficient, and
.. (e) impulse response.
The various routines, or program code, used to calculate the above parameters in the
program CableSim is firstly verified, This involves analysing the theoretical models
derived by Lowitt [71, and then ensuring that the resulting mathematical equations
are correctly implemented ;,n the program code.
The results produced by CableSim for each cable type is then graphically compared
to the measured results obtained. The parameters have been specified as per k.m
quantities (where applicable). Two sets of measured results are displayed for each
parameter, (see se. tion 3.1). Sample I and Sample 2 respectively indicate
measurements performed on pairs in the outer and centre region of the cable.
Sample 1 win therefore contain measured results from a pair that is not only sur-
rounded by other pairs, but which is also in close proximity to the aluminium sheath
that surrounds the complete cable. Sample 2 will contain measured results from a
pair that is completely, surrounded by other pairs only.
The input impedance measurement results are discussed first as it is from these
measurements that the primary and secondary parameters are obtained according to
the theory presented in section 3.2.
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4.1 Cable Simulation Package 0 'Cable Library'
The' Cable Library' containedfn the program CableSim has been updated from three
cable types to six cable types. The different types of cables contained in the new
library are tabulated in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Cable library contained in the cable simulator package
Gauge 24 19 26 24 22 19
Type Pulp/Cu l'ulp/Cu l'E/Cu PE/Cu l'f!JCfi l'E/eu
R"" (Q/km) 168 53 275 174 111 54
L (fJ.H/km) 460 600 658 615 695 no
c (nF/km) 49 38 52 52 41 41
G (pS/km) 5.9 6.2 ,35 35 35 86
i k 1."~ 1.33 LO 1.0 U 1.0
s (mm) 1.0 • 1.8 O.t'i1 0.82 1.21 2.24
d (mm) 0.51 t 0.91 0.4 0.51 0.63 0.91
Key PE - Polyethylene
Pulp~ Paper
Cu-Copper
The' cable library' thus consists of two paper insulated cables. and four polyethylene
insulated cables; the conductors in all cases being copper. The cable test bed did
not however contain any paper insulated cables, and thus only the polyethylene
insulated cables have been used in the experiments. The data contained for the
polyethylene insulated cables in Table 4.1 was determined from the characterization
measurements performed en the cable test bed, the results of which is described in
this chapter. The data contained for the paper insulated cables is as was specified
by Lowitt [71.
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The results for the polyethylene insulated cables tabulated inTable 4.1 are within
the range as is specified [201 by the South African Dept. of Posts and Telecommuni-
cations. Table 4.2 has been extracted from this specification and provides infor-
mation on the nominal, minimum, and maximum condcctor diameter as well as the
average resistance and insulation thickness.
Table 4.2 Diame, r and resistance of various gauges as spe~jled by the South
African Dept. of Post and Telecornmunicstions
Nom. Max. Thickness
(mm)
Diameter
(mm)
Conductor Diameter
(mm)
Min.
Max •.Average Resistance
for Conductor @ 20 C
(O/km)
insulated Conductor
Min, Radial Max. Overall
0.4 0.39 0.41
0.5 0.49 0.51
0.63 0.62 0.64
0.9 0.89 0.91
141.4
90.31
56.94
27.91
Source: Ref [2C]
The maximum average resistance given in Tabie>:t:2is,the value that is measured at
d,c. The specification further states that the average mutual capacitance of the pairs
in a manufacturing length of cable, measured at 800 or 1000Hz must not exceed
56nF/km.
4.2 Input Impedance Measurement Results
The input impedance measurements were performed using the experimental facility
illustrated in Figure 3.4 of section 3.2.1~<cThe measurements were performed sep-
aratelZMJnboth lengths provided for each cable type, and for all the types contained
in the cable test bed.
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The graphs ofFigure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 illustrates' *e results obtained for the 200m
length of gauge 19 type cable, When the termlnatlon end was an open-circuit and a
short-circuit respectively.··The.complete set of results obtained for all the cables in
the test bed is presented in Appendix. D.
!I
'Ihepeakresistancevalne measuredforZ"c occurs when the electrical half wavelength
on the line is equal to the length of the cable being measured. In the case for Zsc. the.
resistance value tends to zero when the same conditions are reached. It can be seen
, .':'
that the instn.tments,measurement range was <notexceeded in performing theset:~::=~:~~(f::~v~;:a::.:.~~~:~~:: O;=~~~:;~Q i~';Iprecisely the same frequency. In Figure4r ;. ,\he reason why the magnitude of
~C) Z..C is not zero at d.c is due to the inherent, ...~anceof the cable. This resistance
.. valu.e is..•.the same value as that which has been specified in ·tQr 'Cable Library' of
Table 4.1-1 "
.
The in:eut impedance measurement results do however contain an unexpected
abnormality in the low frequency :tMion between 10kHz and ?OkHz. These
abnormalities are in the form of severalltspik'eS"t and are presen{~p. every type of
.'\ cable measured irrespective; of the cable length and pail' positioning. The fact thai
....these effectS appear in all th~cable measurement, requires thanhey be1nvestigated
ev~n'thougll they arenorpredominant, These effects also propagate Uilloughto all
the other quantities that are determined frum the input impedance measurements, as
(\ .l)
will be seen later on in this chapter.
These spikes could be caused by crosstalk effects from communicating equipment
attached to oUterpairs. This was however impossible as full Qf,jntrolwas obtained
over the cable test bed and no other equip'rnentwas attached to it for the duration of
the experiment, The effects must therefore be caused by abrupt changes e~):countered
along the length of the twisted pair, with the result being that the test signal'is reflected
~tthese particular frequencies. Deformities in the cable is not unlikelv.flnd is in fae.~
unavoidable due to the cable manufacturing process.
These cables ue manufactured to a standard length of lOQOm or to amaximum length
of 4000m, which makes it Imposslble for any cable to be made in one continuous,
uninterrupted prOCeSS,The process is in fact stopped at regular intervals of several
meters depending upon the number of pairs contained in the cable, These inter-
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rnptions are due mainly to the cable manufacturing machinery being' incapable of
producing the entire length in one manufacturing run, and also due to the conductors
o. .
,being bro8en dtttingthe assembling of the cable. These broken conductors ate then
re-paired eithet; by brazing; silver soldering"or by pressure jointing. During each
interrul't16n and te,statting procedure, it remains Impossible for the machinery to
retain the required cO!1st.anttwist rate of each Iudr in the cable, thus c~u8illg dis-.
continuities t9 occur in 'each twisted pair in the cable.
. <~) '- -_- - -- - -- - -_ - '. - - _<' -The result of these discontinuities are.clearly shown in the.foU()whl~~ecti9ns which
;~na1ysesseveral cable charactpristip, ,Althougldn some ~ases 'these effects seem
large~,this is merelY,due to the scale chosen for the graph; •.'It is also imP9rtant to
note. that these,discontinuities oecur-ln !?lefrequency hand in which mos~llnecgdes,
usrid in digital transmission systems
"
c:}ntaill their peak energy spectra. Ittherefore
remains to he seen if' these-discontinuities will adversely effect the time qomain
results presented in Chapter 5.
"
4.3 Primary Parametera
The primary parameters of each cable'type constituting a cognection is depeudent
'. ' . ,,/j . ,
on frequency. The frequency dependant nature of the primary parameters is due
mainly to the skin effect, the proximity effect and the eddy ciirrent effect. the d.e
values()of the primary p~ameters for the various types of cables are stored in the
'cable library', togethex:withOf"herquantitit(~ such as the co~c;J:dctordiameter and the
eentre.m centre spacing of each pair.
-: - - - - " " -, ,_: ,- - - "- - -- '>\ - . - - - - - - ',- - ,', - -', - -', 'The graph of Figure 4.3 plots resistance per kilometre as a function of frequency for
a cable of gauge 19. Similar graphs for the other cables ill the cable test bed can be
Iound.in Appendix E. The results obtained indicates that the resistance model does
correlate with the measured results todt certain degree, although it is not expected
'.;) to be exact since the proximity correction factor caters for the proximity of only one
conductor whereas each cOl1du~to:1~airi~actually surrounded by many more pairs
in dose proximity. .The abrupt' stepping' that is seen to occur along the predict~d
resistance CUrveis due to the eddy current effect correction factoq>f equation (4.12).
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For convenience, Table 4S tabulates the resistance per kilometre at several fre-
qnencies.for the. different types of cables contained i11, the cable test bed. .For each
type of cable, the simulated value as well as the two measured values are given. The,
frequency poil)ts in Table 4.3 have not been, selected at random and Were chosen to~" \
be th. e haIf bit rate frequency of the line codes used in the time domain experiments
,',\.\
presented inChapte,r 5.
Table 4.3 Resistance at various frequencies for different cable types
, Frequency (kHz} 32 I 64 I 72 I 108 -I 144 I 162 T 216. T 324,:-"........ -G t:-,
U CableSim 59.4 67.7 71.3 81.9 94.2 99.4 113.5 140.8
A
95.5\\G Sample 1 62.2 75.7 89.4 77.4 104.9 128.6 153.4
E
Sample 2 61.9 74.6 86.2 1?4 ,85.5 99.9 131.6 173.3
19 ''I.?)
G
U CableSim 116'c! 123.5 125.6 136.3 151.1 157.5 176.:8 213.2
A
G Sample 1 1~,O.1 132.4 142,2 134.9 153.4 150.1 Hi8.6 248.1
E
Sampie2 118.1 128.2 136.0 120.0 128.5 138.7 164.3 223.8
22
e-
U CableSim 119.5 186.3 188.4 198.8 210.4 216.5 235.7 282.9.
A
G Sample 1 178.2 163.8 161.5 197.4 214,6 224.0 244~7 302.3
E
Sample 2 177.9 163.0 168.Z 190.9 204.7 210.8 234.6 296.5
24
G
U CableSim 281.4 287.i 288.9 298:3 309.3 315.2 334.0 g74.:?
A
G Sample 1 281.3 277.8 281.2 2fj7.9 302.3 30J.1 323,7 380.7'
E
Samplef. 279,2 216.8 277.4 286.9 304.8 311.6 343.6 397.6
26
Note! All values are in OJkm
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The graph of Figure 4.4 illustrates the correlation between the predicted and
measured results obtained for a cable of gauge 19. The complete set of results for
all the other cables in the test bed is illustrated in Appendix E. For convenience,
Table 4.4 again lists-selected values obtained for the inductance of all the cable types
in the.cable test bed.
It is important to note that the zero has been suppressed in several ,Waphsshown in
this chapter as well as in the appendices. Hence the variations are not as bad as is
first seen and must be considered inview of the scale chosen.
The conductanceparameter'G is frequency sensitive audits effectis more pronounced
in paper insulated cables. In good quality plastic insulated, G can be. taken as a
constant, and is in general very small.
38+~~--~~~·--~r-~r---r-~r---~--~--~
o 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
CabloSlm
Frequency ( kHz)
SaJIlllo 1 Sarnpla 2
Note: Ysads zero suppressed
Figure 4.5 Gauge 19 - Capacitance
There are no results for conductance as it proved extremely difficult to extract this
small quantity from the measured results, verifying the fact that the plastic insulated
cables are almost ideal.
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Of all the primary parameters, capacitance is the least variable with frequency and
is assumed.to be a constant. This.is easily verified by the graph of Figure 45, which
illustrates the predicted 'constant' capacitance and the two measured results. The
comple~r set of results are again presented inAppendix E, and a table of selected
values being given in Table 4.5. The capacitance measurements also clearly indicate
the increased capacitance caused by the deformities caused during manufacture.
Table 4.4 Inductance at various frequencies Tor;.different cable types
,I
FI"~quency(kHz) 32 I 64 I 72 I 108 I 144 I 162 I 216 I 324'-Gu CableSim 0.72 0.71 0.71 0~70 0.69 0.69 0.68 0.67
A >,<,/-!/
G Sample 1 0.73 0.70 0.(59 O.7e 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.65
E
Sample 2 0.14 0.71 0.69 0.71 0.69 0.70 0.69 0.66
19 ..,..
G
U CableSim 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0,68 0.68 0.67
A
G Sample 1 0.12 0.69 0.68 0.68 0.66 0.66 0.67 0.65
E
Sample 2 0.71 0.69 0.67 0.71 0.70 0.69 0.7 0.7
22 ',i ~
G
U 9ab/eSim 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.60
A r!
G Sample 1 0.59 0.57 0.61 0.61 0.60 0.59 \58 0.56
E
Sample 2 0.59 0.58 0.61 0.62 0.61 0.6 0.6 0.5824
G
U CableSim 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.65 0.65
A
G Sample 1 a.65 0.61 0.66 0.66 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.64
E
Sample 2 0.66 0.61 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.67 0.66 0.6326
Note: All values are in mlllkm
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4.4 Secondary Parameters
The secondary parameters of each cable type constituting a connection is calculated
using the frequency dependant values of the primary parameters. The simplified
expressions presented by Lowitt I1J. has not been implemented. Instead use has been
made of the well known transmission Iine equation _ "resented in Appendix B.
Table 4.5 Capacitance at various frequencies fur different cable types
.J,.',,} ,r---TI 1 i I I
, .....
I I II "FreqlIency (kHz} 32 64 72 108 144 162 216 324I
1 ""G
4 U CableSim 40.8 40.8 40.8 40.8 40.8 40.8 40.8 40.8
l A
·1 G Sari/pie 1 40.4 41.8 42.~" 40.3 40.5 40.4 40.3 40.97'1
I E4 SaiJlple2 40.0 4L.2 41.7 39.4 39.7 39.3 39.1 40.0
1
'I 19I
t
,~
~
G
U . CableSfm 41.3 41.3 41.3 41.3 41.3 41.3 41.3 41.3
';1 A
1 G Sample 1 40.6 42.2 42.4- 42.0 42.6 43.0 41.3 41.6I
,I E
11 Sample 2 41.7 43.0 43.7 41.2 41.3 41.2 40.1 39.2
I 22
i G,I u CableSim 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0
"j
A
G Sample I 52.6 55.9 51.9 51.0 :rl.4 51.5 52.0 52.0
'! E Sampl¢2 52.5 55.0 52.3 51.1 51.3 51.4 51.1 51.1I 24
~ GI u CableSim 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0"1 AJ G Sample 1 52.8 56.2 52.3 52.0 52.3 52.5 52.1 51.7
') E
1 Sample 2 52.3 56.3 52.0 51.7 51.9 5L9 51.7 52.6,I 26
I
.I
i
I
Note: All values are in nFlkmJ
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The graphs ofFigure 4.6 andFigure 4.7 illustrates the excellent correlation obtained
between the measured and the predicted results obtained for the cable of gauge 19.
The complete set of results for the other cable types in the cable test bed is presented
in AppendixF. The 'dips' which is evident in all the measured results are due to
deformities in the cable mgnufacturing process and are not caused by bridge taps as
might be suspected. The' characteristic impedance is usually given in the units of
ohms, although it is inde~.endent of cable length.
Table 4.6 Magnitude(Clzaracteristic Impedance) at various frequencies for dif-
ferent cable types
Frequency (kHz) 32 I 64 I 72 I 108 I 144 I 162 I 216 I 324_.
G
U CableSim 137.9 13~.9 133.5 132.1 131.2 130.7 129.8 128.6
A
G Sample 1 140.9 131.7 130.1 132.6 130.6 130.7 129.8 126.3
E
Sample Z 141.7 133.4 131.4 135.3 133.3 134.2 133.7 129.2
19
G
U CableSim 147.9 135.5 134.4 131.9 130.7 130.3 129.2 127.8
A
G Sample I 152.1 134.5 132.9 129.8 126.7 125.1 128.8 126.2
E
Sample 2 148.9 132.7 129.8 132.8 131.0 131.0 133.1 134.2
22
G
U CableSim 144.4 121.6 119.4 114.3 112.1 111.5 110.1 108.7
A
G Sample 1 142.4 111.9 117.4 115.3 112.0 11\1.9 108.0 105.7
E
Sample 2 142.4 113.6 117.0 115.2 112.4 111.4 110.2 108.0
24
G
U CabieSim 172.5 136.6 132.8 123.3 119.3 118.1 11:).9 114.0
A
G Sample 1 170.9 127.6 131.8 123.0 118.2 116.6 114.9 113.2
E
Sample 2 171.3 127.7 132.7 124.4 120.3 119.0 117.1 112.3
26 ._
Note: All values are in Q's
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It is seen that the characteristic impedance. .does attain an approximately constant
value above a few hundred kilohertz. The phase azso tends to appzoximately a
constant value. The line codes used for transmission however have most of their
energy spectra concentrated in the lower frequencies, precisely where the char-
acteristic impedance changes the most with frequency. This results in considerable
difficultyintryingtomatchilielinewithanyterminatingequipIIlentsuchasahybrid,
resulting in a substantial effort being placed into the investigations of implementing
adaptive hybrids.
Table 4.7 Phase(Characteristic Impedance) at various frequencies for different
cable types
Frequency (kHz) 32 I 64 .1 72 I 108 I 144 I 162 T 216 r 324
G
U CableSim -11.2 -6.6 -6.2 -4.~ -4.3 -4.0 -3.5 ~2.9
A
G Sample 1 -11.8 -8.1 -9.0 -4.1 .4.4 -4.4 -4.4 -3.7
E
Sample 2 -11.(; -7.8 -8.4 -3.8 -3.3 -3.8 -4.4 -4.4
19
G
U CableSim -19.9 -11.9 -10.9 -8.1 -6.8 -6.4 ...5.4 -4.5
A
G Sample 1 -20.3 -13.9 -13.9 -8.2 -7.7 -6.4 -5.1 -6.3
E
Sample 2 -20.1 -13.1 -13.0 -5.9 . -4.7 -4.7 -4.4 -4.5
22
G
U CableSim -27.7 -18.5 -17.1 -12.8 -10.4 -9.6 -8.0 -6.5
A
G Sample 1 -28.7 -16.1 -13.9 -12.7 -11.1 -10.5 -9.0 -8.1
E
Sample 2 -28.8 -15.8 -14.2 -11.9 -W.O -9.3 -8.0 -7.5
24
G
U CableSim -32.4 -23.7 -22.1 -16.9 -13.8 -12..6 -10.3 -7.9
A
G Sample 1 -33.0 -25.0 -21.2 -15.8 -13.4 -12.7. -9.9 -8.3
E
Sample 2 -32.9 -25.0 -20.6 -15.5 -13.3 -12.3 -10.7 -9.1
26
Note: Ail values are in Q's
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The spectra of the line codedS1gif~s is kept@ low as'possible bec~use as will soon
be seen? tile attentlati,oIl on the.cableincreases drasticallyWith.inCDidses in frequency,
Table 4.6 and Table 4.7, ttabulates the magnitude and phase of the characteristic
H".'; ........ "," : ','
imp~idaucerfor the differen~types. of cables at var¥t>U& frequencies.
'Ih
table 4.8 Attenuation constant at various frequencies for different cable types
FreqU-en-CY-(-kH--Z)--r-~3-2-""'t""'_64""'.,,-.-lr--12....·~:F~08 ••1 144 J 162 I 216
I--G-'"T""""- ................-t---~...........: j,_. ---'-- ......... -1
U
< A
G
E
19~1~··--~--..-.+--.---.----------~~
G'
U
A
G
E
22
324
G
U
A
G
E
26
G,
U
A
G
E
24
Cable'sim 1 1.901 2.21~
2.336 i .2.739 3.133 3.318 3.81,6 4.776
,/0'
Samplel 1.918 (;. 2.6~,t, 2.824 9.207 3.409 3~893 4,719
l 203\,8
Sqmpl¥:~1 1.895 2.294 2.:.(j14 2.793 3.179 3.353 3.852' 4.669
\
,.,'.~,
'~';
Cabl(t$i1t! 3.624 4.047 4.135 4.536 5.059 5.285 5.911 7.273
Sampl~f 3.547 4,Q1?; 4j9f '<! 4.~?160 4;942 5.156 5.809 7,020
4,q~1
I·· ',',
4.291;,1 'iSamp/e2 :t586 4.602 5.061 5.287 5.947 7.1(~7
/}
l'~'
CabfeSim 6.101-:! (11.017 7.167 7.749 8.289 8.559 9.389 He38
Sample) 6.044 'l ' 7.090· 7.644- 8.265 8.584 9.554,i7.261 11.37
ii
Sample.2,. 6.003 II 7.ll7 7.038 7.568 8.194 8.512 9.473 11.30
II
gableSim 8.39, 9.967 10.20 19.98 1~.•60 11.88 12.7:2 14.42
i
S ir; I 1 80401 10.20 10.14 10.92 .; 11.56 11.89 12.75 14.58r.11f.P e.
,/
S(Jmpl(J~. 8.258 10.00 9.89 10.70 11.32 11.65 12.65 14.58
--
Note: All values are in dB' slkm
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The graphs of Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 illustra.cs the correlation between the
measured and predicted results obtained for the attenuation constant and the phase
constant ptr kilometreof a cable of gauge ~9. Itcan be seen that the attenuation
I;,'
.i~constantincreases approxlmarelyas the square of the frequency i (i.e., similartoR(f)).
The phase constant remains linear. The complete\:,set of results for the o!her table
types is presented in Apl:umd;x F; and Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 provides an overview
of the results for all the cable types at various :frequencies.
Table 4.9 Phase constant at various frequencies for different 9,able types
Frequency (kftz) ... 32 I 64- I 72 I 108 I 144 I 162 I 216 t 324
'0 .'
U CablttSim 64 125" 14.0 2.09 277 31.0 411 611
A
G Sample 1 64 426 141 2.07 274 307 4.06 6.03
E
Sample 2 64 126 141 2.06 274 3..07 4.06 6.02
19 ,.
0 C\~
U CableSim ',.,_, 66 126 ' 141 21.0 278 312 413 614
A 0
0 Sample 1 67 128 144 21.0 278 312 412 611
E "u
Sample 2 67 129 144 211 279 313 413 61222
0 .~
U CableSim 77 138 154 225 297 333 441 655
A
0 Sample 1 77 136 151 223 293 328 432 638
E
Sample 2 77 136 152 223 294 329 434 63924
gil CableSim 87 150 166 239 312 349 461 685I,
A\:~
G Sample 1 88 151 166 238 311 348 458 676
E
Sample 2 88. 152 167 240 315 352 463 68226
Note: AU 'IIalu,esare in Deg.lkm
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4.5 Reflection Coefdcients
Sigllal.refleqticns occur along a cable connection due to mismatches encountered.
A mismatch exists at the joins between cable sectio,lls of different characteristic
impedance, as well as-between each end section and the corresponding end ter-
tllinatitlg impedance. The reflection coefficient therefore represents the extent, of
the mismatch between the characteristic impedance of adjaceni sections,
The graph of Figure 4.10 illu~trates the refleCtion, coefficient as a functio~ offre~
quencyhetween a cablesectionofgau_ge 19and ~auge22 (i.e., PIP.>22)'· Theretlection
coefficient for any. two cable sections always converges to a constCl"lt)'aluewhich
is expet:ted since the characteristip impedance orall the cable types also converge
to a C011stantvalue. In the' case •.0£ a cable ..section of g. auge 22 and gauge 19,;. . ... ;" .. .. .... . ... . .
(i.e,,"P22.>19)' the reflection coefficient is eqllal in magnitude to PI9.>;22 but opposite. in
sign, (i.e,. t~ere is a phase difference of 180 degrees). The graphs for the retlection t
coefficients of all ~beother possible co~bi~ations ate preseutedinAppendi.X G. The
list'given in Table4.~Ocompares the reflection coefficients for the various eombi ..
nations at VarioUsfrequ~nc'ies... 0,
0.4
c'
0.3
,. c .. D.211-01:~
.g o.~
il
c
li'::e
D.Hi
0,'
o.()S
0 ,
0 50 100 2$(1 300 :150 400 450 50tJ
Fraq~oiltiY ( kHt )
Cabl$Slm ~--. $~f11lfe t Sample 2
Figure 4.10 Gauge 19=>22 - Reflection coefficient (1'19->22 )
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Table 4.10 Reflection coeffkients at various frequencies for different cable con-
nections
I I '1~"io8I ,:,' I 1 ]Frequency ,kHz) 32 64 72 ~144 J62 2t6 324.
G
0.0410 O'e79u CableSim '0.0836 0.0466 0.0226 0.0206 0.0171 0.0137A
0.04\0 0) 373G Sample 1 0.0851 0.0513 0.0325 0.0282 0.0075 0.0226
E "~r',:~'-Y (j""
19 Sample 2 0.0791 0.046'2 0.0407 0.0206 0;0148 0.0142 0.0021 0.019322
G
'u
" "d)
u CabteSim 0.1473 0.1145 0.1100 0.0998 0,0950 0.0934 0.0907 0.0893
A
G Sample} 0.1488 0.1075 0.0665 0.1023 0.0966 0.0982- 0.1004 0.0965
E
19 Sample 2 Q!1518 0.1062 0.0171 0.1012 0,1030 0.104Q, 0;1014 0.0932
24 "
)'i..""," ,
i ,[ Ii\'tJ CableSim 0.2180 0.1501 0.1391 0.1104 0.0957 0.0909" 00.0819 0.0'741
A
'Sall'tple 1 0.0678,G O.ZUs 0.1489 0.1073 0.1086 0.0938 0~0891 ,0.0776
E
Sample 219 O:U06 0.1528 0.1075 0.1109 0.1014 0.0951 0.0862 Q.080826 " ?
G
CableSim
"
U '0.0698 0,07.87 0.0797 O.Ofs22 0.0827 0.0828 ().0828 0.0825
A
G Sa1f1pld 0.0800 0.0939 0.0618 O.011C 0.0686 0.0103 0;(}944 0.0896
E22 Sampte2 0,0790 0.0810 0.0530 0.08&3 0.0893 0.0900 0.09!)4 0.111324
(j
U CableSim 0.134~ 0.1028 0.0979 0.0837 0.0758 0.0735 0.0689 0.0645
, A
G Sample 1 0.1251 0.1005 0,0643 0.0712 0.0614 0.0616 0.0707 6.0570
E
Sample 2 d:106122 0.1316 0.0611 0.090:Z 0.0866 0.0817 ,,0.0846 0.\)97326 ;\ ),
G
0.0916U CableSim 0.0735 0.0686 0.0523 0.0425. 0.0392 0.0326 0.0265
A
G Sample 1 0.0981 OJ012 0.0860 0.0423 0,0341 0.0292 0.0319 0.0342
E
24 Sample 2 0.0986 0.0999 0.0842- 0.0496 0.0445 0.0423 Q.0388 0.0241'"26
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4.6 Tran~fer Function
There are two transfer function models that can be used to characterize a cable
connection in the frequency domain, namely; the steady state and the transient state
model.
The. steady state model reduces the cable connection into one equivalent transfer
function and can therefore not be used to provide explicit information about the
reflgctions from discontinuities caused by the cabiejoins along the connection, The
results presented inFigure 4.11 was obtained for a cable section dr gauge 19 and
length Ikm, The cable section was tertninated by'a resistive load of 120,Q.
1\
{\The transient state model does ngt reduce the connection to one equivalent model,
, but characterlzes each cabl~ section in the connection with a transfer functiob., and
each. discontinuity in the connection with a reflection coefficient. This model
therefore lends itself to analysis of the reflections from discontinuities, although in
its present form, it implies perfect matching conditions at t'10 cable connection ends.
The results ~llustra.Jed in Figure 4.1~were obtained for the same cable configuration
asfor the steady state case, exeeptfer' the termination ends being open-circuited,
1/ .
\::::::,
the cornplety result ·for all the .other types of cables gauges ate presented in
rlppendixHand 4pp~iidix1forthe Steady State and TtansientSta.tetransfer function.
iteM be seen that the Steady State Transfer function and the Transient State Transfer
function are almost identiqal for frequencies above 60kHz.
~ .'. q
The impulse response of these transfer functions are also shown. The impulse
response corresponding to the transfer functions given above in Figure 4.11 and
F'igur,~4.12 are respectively shown in Figure 4.13 attdFigure 4.14. It can be seen
that the impulse response are almost identical. The initlal flat delay corresponds to'
the propagation time atong ~h(;'cable, and the ringing delay which follows the flat
2 ::~:ir~~io~~P::~Jb~:;;l:::~used todetermine thenumber of saps that would be
I!
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Subsequently, the steady state model is used for the unidirectional case only, and
the transient state model is used for the full-duplex case. Having said this, it is also
important to note that although the TeM mode of transmission is essentially a
unidirectionalsystem, the full-duplex case can be used with at' even greater success
by considering the S.tgIial propagation in the one direction only, and determining the
consequences of the reflections from this waveform that-is propagated hack to the
transmitter; The magnitude of this delayed signal as well as its time delay will
provide useful information on the required guard time in a reM system.
must again be.mentioned that the model for the proximity effect correction factor
used only takes into account the proximity of one conductor on another, whereas in
real cables, each conductor is closely surroundedby many other conductors. This
approximation has had minimal effects in the frequency range used, but should be
investigated further if the Cable Simulation Package is extended to much hip
frequencies.
4.1 Conclusions
The data required by the 'cable library' has been determined from the input nnpe-
dance measurements performed on the various cables in the test bed. The primary
parameters, secondary. parameters, transfer functions and reflection coefficients
predicted by the Cable Simulation Packag; are in close agreement with that as was
obtained from the characterization measurements performed. .These results thus
indicates the validity of the well established transmission line model, together with
"",
the correction factors for skin effect, proximity effect, and eddy Current effects. It
~rH
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Chapter 5
TIME DOMAIN VERIFICATION
This chapter is concerned with the verification of the program F -Duplex, which
simulates the propagation of pulses along the connection specified by the program
CableSitn. The program allows any binary iJit sequence to be specified by the user.
A word encoder module provides facilities for dY~erent line codes to be generated
including th'~Jessops-Waters coding alphabet[21] used to obtain a ternary bit pattern.
! (
Pre-equalization facilities are also provided for the specified transmit s;gnal.
The pulse propagation experimental facility described in section 3.3 of Chapter 3,
has been used to obtain the results measured on real cable connections for comparison
with the simulated results. The single pulse responses, waveform shapes and eye
diagrams presented in the following sections were selected as examples for dis-
cussion, whilst other 100;1) configurations analysed have been summarized in tables.
In order to ease the comparison between the simulated and measured results, the
gain of the detection amplifiers has been taken into consideration in all the results
presented.
5.1 Single Pulse Response
The transmission capabilities of a particular cable connection can be determined
from the single pulse response analysis. Three crucial results emerge from the single
pulse response study:
(a) the deterioration of the received pulse,
(b) the extent of the long decaying tails left behind by the pulse, and
(c) the magnitude and shape of the reflections of the sent pulse at the sending
end.
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The graphs illustrated in Figure 5.1 is a typical example of the pulse response shape
obtained at the receiver end. Figure 5.1(a) is the result predicted by the pulse
propagation program, and Figure 5.1 (b) the correspondingmeasured result. the
cable connection in this case consists of2.0lkm of gauge type 22 followed by 3.01km
of gauge type 24.
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T1me(osec)
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Figure 5.1 Computationally (a) and experimentally (b) generated pulse response
over a two-section (2.01km of 22 AWG; 3.01.ktn of 24 AWG) multi-
gauge connection at 144kbits!sel';.
20 30
T1me(usac)
40 50
(b)
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Figure 5.2 Transmission and reflection of a single pulse on a two-section (lkm of
19AWG; 1.86km of26 AWG) multigauge connection measured at the
generator end. The pulse rate is 144kbits/sec, and the connection is
resistively matched at each end.
The simulation assumed perfect matching conditions at both ends of the connection,
whilst experimentally the termination ends were only resistively matched. The
transmitted pulse used was unbalanced and rectangular in shape with a pulse width
of 6.95}lseconds, which is the bit period required to achieve a line bit rate of
144kbits/sec.
The peak value of the pulse arriving at the receiver end has been attenuated by
approximately 28dB's and 32dB's respectively for the simulated and measured
result. The-,difference in the attenuation is caused by the mismatched conditions
encountered at both ends of the connection. The rise time was found to be consistently
fast, and approximately equal to one bit interval. The tails on the other hand decay
very slowly, spreading into the bit periods of other pulses. Any following pulse
would therefore be offset from their zero position because of the prior pulses.
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In order to illustrate the effect caused by the discontinuity encountered at tile join of
two cables of different gauge; a Ikm section of gauge 19was connected to a 1.86km
section of gauge 26. The connection was excited bya rectangular pulse withaperiod
of 15,6J.lseconds (i.e, 64kbits/sec), applied to the section of gauge 19 as it provides
the lowest propagation attenuation of the two cables (see Table 4.8 in section 4.4).
The reflection coefficient between gauge 19 and gauge 26 has. been determined in
Table 4.10 to be the worst at this bit rate with a value of 0.22. The resulting shape
of the reflected pulse on the .•.'ransmitter side. as was experimentally determined is
illustrated in Figure 5.2. There are two peaks embedded in the transmitted pulse
tail. The positive peak being approximately the amplitude of an expected pulse
arriving from the opposite endoftheconnection. The reflected signal would therefore
be a source of interference, and unless the reflection is cancelled out by an echo
canceller, the eye diagram would be considerably distorted.
5.2 Pulse Patterns and Eye Di~tiratns
This section discusses the results obtained from the transmission of pulse par'
over a specified cable connection. Extensive use has been made of diagrams in order
to illustrate the correlation between the simulated and measured results. These
diagrams are in the form of pulse patterns and their corresponding eye diagrams.
For each cable connection investigated, four different line bit rates are studied and
their results recorded. The line bit rate of interest is 64kbitslsec, and 144kbhs/sec
as the latter is the bit rate used in the existing Diginet system and the former is the
data rate required to support basic access in an ISDN. Two more line rate have
however been included to the list. They are 216kbits/sec and 324kbits/sec line data
rates. The former being the line rate required for a TCM system operating at an
effective line rate of 144kbitsfsec and the latter is approximately the line rate required
ifoverhr sds such as timing, framing andmaintenance functions are not to be provided
as part of the 144kbits/sec for the basic access to an ISDN.
There are two case studies presented. The first case is concerned with a multigauge
cable connection consisting of two different cable iection. This connection extends
over a distance of 5km and the resulting eye diagrams at the receiver ends are
adequately opened for all four line bit rates investigated. The second case analyses
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a·multigauge cable connection consisting of three different cable sections. This
connection extends over a distance of6km and the resulting eye diagrams illustrates
a almost completely closed eye.
5.2.1 Case Study 1.
The first case study is concerned with a cable connection consisting of two different
, cable sections as illustrated in Figure 53. The total length of the connection is
5.02km. where section one comprises a length of 2.01kmof gauge type 22, followed
~Ysection two of1t;.hgth3.01km of gauge type 24.
j"\-
Receiver
End
Ganarator
End
SeclJont Seclion2
Guag924(3.01km).Gwg922(?.otkm)
Figure 5.3 Case Study 1 : Two-section multigauge cable connection
(Total length = 5km)
The pulse propagation programF-Duplex of the Cable Simulation Package assumes
Itperfec\tyllmatched.conditions at both ends of '.':' cable connection. Experimentally
the cable connection was only resistively matched at the ends by using a lumped
resistor network. For each of the four bit rates investigated on the connection, the
receiver end was terminated with. the characteristic impedance value of the .1L ...l
section (i.e., section two), at half the bit rate.frequency as predicted by the program
CableSim .: The generator end was' terminated wit::, the input impedance tbr" the
connection as was r-:r.dicted by the program CableSim, at half the bit rate frequency.
The input impedari~e and termination impedance used for the four different bit rates
investigated are summarised in Table 5.1.
The connection shown in Figure 5.3 was excited by a binary bit pattern consisting
of 16 bits for all the four different line bit rates under investigation. The binary
pattern used was chosen to be
1100101011001010
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which contains a. selection of different bit patterns, such as 010, 101, Qll0, 1001,
etc. If the binary pattern was to consist of states that further increased the average
d.c, voltage overa numberof consecutive bits (e.g., the bit pattern a1110); this would
only serve to decrease the eye opening at the receiver end due to the start of the
decaying tails being 9ffs,etby a higher average d.c. voltage value, In general, line
codes arechos~p such that the number of t.ransitions is maximized in order~oP1~~tain
a zero d.c. average voltage. as well as .to enable timing and synchronization infor-
mation to be easily extracted.
Table 5:1 Termination impedances for case study I, given at hq,lf the blt late
frequency ,
Bit Rate
(kbits/sec)
Half Bit Rate Fre-
quency
(klIz)
37-
72
108
162
64
144
216
324
Generator End Impe-
dance
(0)
143..jO
135 -jO
131-]0
13I-iO
Receiver Endlmper
dance
(0)
128 ..jO
114-jO
112"jO
110 ..jO
The codiri'.gstrategy used was l1:e Bipolar code which translates a binary "one" into
a positive voltage level.(i.e" ~Ivolt), and a binary "zero" into a corresponding
negative voltage level (i.e., -Ivolt), The rectangular window was used on each bit
for pulse shaping. The resulta oht~ned from the Cable Simulation Package and that
measured.ONe;'real cables for the connection are presented in Figure S.4 through
Figure S.l], Each figure illustrates the received pulse pattern at the receive!' end
and its corresponding eye diagram,
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Figure 5.4
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Computationally generated pulse pattern (a) and eye diagram (b) of a
two-section (2.011an of 22 A\VG; 3,Olkm of 24 AWG) multigauge
connection at 64 kbits/sec. The -uimber of points ill the FFf is 256,
and the fold frequency is 1024kHz.
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E,xper,1m,~n,tally generat,ed, p\jl,se ,pattern ,Ca, ) and eye. di,a,gran"l,(, b,) 0,f atwo..secnon (2.()lkm of 22 AWG; 3.01km of 24 AWG) multigauge
:§onnectionat64 kbits/sec. The digitizer sampling frequency is l!lMllz.
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Figure5.q, Computationally generajedpulse pattern (a) and eye diagram (b) of a
two-sectien (2.01km of 22 AWG; 3.01kt,p of 24 AWO) multigauge
connection at 144 kbits/sec, The number of points in the FFT is 128,
and the fold frequency is 1152kfIz.
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Figure 5.7 Ex}?erimenta11y generated pulse pattern (a) and eye diagram (b) of a
two-section (2pllon of 22.AWG;. 3.011on of 24 AWG) multigauge
); connection at' 144 kbits/sec. The digitizer sampling. frequency :18
20MHz
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Figure 5.8 Computationally generated pulse patte1:11 (a) and eye diagram (p) ofa
two-section (2.01knl of 22 AWG; 3.01km. of 24 AWG) multigauge
connection at 216kbits/sec. The-number of points ill the FFr is 128,
and the fold frequency is 1728kHz.
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Figure 5.9 Experimentally generated pulse pattern (a) and eye diagram (b) of a
two-section (2.01lcrn of 22 AWG; 3.01kIn of 24 AWG) multigauge
connection at 216 kbits/sec. The digitizer sampling frequency is
30MHz.
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Figure 5.10 Computationally generated pulse pattern (a) and eye diagram (b) of a
two-section (2.01km of 22 AWG; 3.01km of 24 AWG) multigauge
connection at 324 kbits/see. The number of points in the FFT is 64,
and the fold frequency is 1296kHz.
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Figure 5.11 Experimentally generated pulse pattern (a) and eye diagram (b) of a
two-section (2.01km of 22 AWG; 3.01km of 24 AWG) multigauge
connection at 324 kbits/sec, The digitizer sampling frequency is
30MHz.
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It can be seen from Figure 5.4 through Figure 5.11 that the results produced by the
simulation .l 'kage are indeed similar to the results obtained from measurements
performed on real cables. In order to facilitate analysis, the received pulse pattern
attenuation and eye opening values has been summarised and presented in Table 5.2
for the four bit rates investigated. The table indicates a noticeable difference in the
attenuation values especially on the lower bit rates. This difference is to be expected
even though inChapter 4 it was shown that the attenuation andreflectionccefficients
results determined by measurement for each type for cable in the cable test bed are
in close agreement with that predicted bythe Cable Simulation Package. There ate
two reasons for expecting a difference.
Bit Rate Pulse Pattern Attenuation Eye Opening
(kbits/sec ) (dB) (%)
Simulated Measured Simulated Measured
64 -21.8 -26.3 29.5 27.0
144 -28.3 -31.7 27.5 24.4
216 -31.4 -33.9 27.8 24.4
324 -34.5 -35.6 24.5 18.4
Table 5.2 Pulse pattern attenuation and percentage eye opening results for case
study 1
The first and most important fact is that the experiments performed on the cable test
bed did not achieve perfect matching conditions at each end of the cable connection.
Although the ends were resistively matched. the reactive component required to
obtain a "perfect" matched condition is comparable in magnitude to the "rear'
resistance especially at the lower bit rates investigated. The difference in the required
matching impedanee can be seen by comparing the data contained in Table 5.1 to
that of Table 5.3. The second reason. is due to the fact that the cable test bed did not
contain continuous lengths of more than 1km for each type of cable, and therefore
the longer lengths for a particular type of cable section was obtained by joining pairs
at the end of the cable with other 'Pairs contained within the same cable. This type
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of discontinuity may not at first seem important, but considering that each cable end
has ail its pairs split approximately 2m b~fore reaching the distribution frame, it
certainly must be taken into consideration especially if further studies are to be
performed at much higher bit rates.
Table 5.3 Termination impedances required for perfect matching conditions for
case study 1, given at half the bit rate frequency
(kbits/scc)
HalfB~tRate Fre-
quency
(kHz) (Q)
32
72
108
162
Generator End Impe-
dance
Receiver End Impe-
dance
(Q)
B.itRatc
64
144
216
324
143 -]52
135 -}25
131-j 16
131-} 14 I
128 - j67
114 -j35
112- }26
110 -j 19
I
I
j
t
I
\
I
\
\
\
I
1
I
....(
I
I
I
t
The eye opening as predicted by the Cable Simulation Package and as measured
from the cable test bed for the various line bit rates are similar in value as well as in
the general pattern for each bit. In all the eye diagrams of Figure 5.4 through
Figure 5.11, the outer lines are formed by the -1, +1, +1, ~1 and +1, -1, -1. +1
transitions .: Although the -1, +1, -1 and +1, -1, +1 transitions further reduces the
eye opening, the main cause of the eye closure is due to the long decaying tail of the
+1.+1, -1 transition. The eye opening would degrade even further if the situation
occurred when more than two consecutive +1' s were to be transmitted. The Bipolar
Line code thus has the disadvantage that it is not d.~ b l. resulting in the
popularity of other line codes such as Alternate Mark 11., •• " .on (AMI) which
maintains a balanced d.c voltage on the line. A popular method of reducing this
intersymbol interference is to shape the transmitted pulses in such a way that the
interference is minimized. This correction is provided by filters otherwise known
as equalizers.
. ,
,
c
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i
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Fi?lJte 5.12 Computationally generated pulse pattern (a) and eye diagram (b) of a
two-section (2.01km of 22 AWG; 3.01km of 24 AWG)multigauge
connection at 144kbits/sec, using theTophatwindow functionforpulse
shaping.
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Figure 5.13 Computationally generated pulse pattern (a) and eye diagram (b) of a
two-section (2.01km of 22 AWG; 3.01km of 24 AWG) multi gauge
connection at 144 kbits/sec, using the Hanning window function for
pulse shaping.
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Computationally generated pulse pattern (a) and eye diagram.fb) of a
two-section (2.01ktnof 22 AWG; 3.01kpl of 24 AWG) multigauge
connection at 144 kbits/sec,. using the Hamming window function for
pulse shaping. .
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Figure 5.15 Computationally generated pulse pattern (a) and eye diagram (b) of a
two-section (2.01km of 22 AWG~ 3.01km of 24 ft"WG) multigauge
connection at 144 kbits!sec, using thpRaised Cosine window function
fUr pulse shaping. i,!
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The puls~propagatiti)i1 prograJ P::Vuplex, h8.S'the capability of providing several
windows for pulse shiapil1g,namely:
(a) banning,
(b) raised cosine,
(c) hanun:[ng.
(d) tOPhat~and
(e) rectl:Ul:gul31~window.
'tlte·dia.grams o£'figure 5.12 to Figu.re 5.15 nlusttates.the.l'eq~ived puls~,pattexp·at
the.teceivr,tiel1d and its cogesponding eye dia~tramfor the c(j~nectidn ·ofFigure $.3
for'tUe"case w_hen th~ line bit rateis 144kbits/sec and.'different pulse shaping tech-
niques are applied t() the transmitted. .aipol~ code. Due to the non-availability of
the pulse shaping filter equipment required, t.h~re are no experimentally measured
results available,
Table S.4 summariSes the"eye opening for the various pulse shaping functions as
predicted by the Ca.b!eSimulation Package for aline bit rate or 144kbits/sec ..~" , - -_ - - _-_ - (~ ,
(\
Table 5,.4'
,;:'\\1
EY(l (jpl~ningresults <i6tained from several pulse shaping functioqs for
a li'O,e:bittateof 144kbits/sec . I.
'~~~-----~~--...----~-----..- -- -----~il\ Window:Funttioh Eye Oipening
=~\%)
Rectanguim-
Hanning
Raised Cos~)C
Hamming
'fophat
1..7.5
31.0
27.9
27.6
33.3
From the eye dJagt~lmsofFigure5.i2 .through Figure S.15, it ~an be see111hat. the
effect of the pulse ~lhaphlg. £unctiotI, ~lsedi,s,not only aimed .aGncreasmg the eye
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opening.but also has theeffect to cause the time interval at the maximum eye opening
to b~"enlar,ged.This ~an easily be seen in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 for the case
of the Tophat and the Hanning window functions.
5.2.2 Case Study 2
This. case study is concerned with a cable connection consisting of three 9ifferent
c1ible sections as illustrated in Figure S .16. The.total length of the connection is
/1
tr 5.9ktrt, where section one comprises a.length of2.01km of gauge type 22; section
two comprises alength of 1.86km of gauge type 26, and finally section three com-
prises It length.~f.2.01kmof gauge type 24.
Generator
E.nd
...-.......0
Receiv~r
1\ . End<--~--,_'----0
S~/}()!)1
Gall0l122 (2.fJtkm)
Settlo!)2
GIIV!JtI 26 ( 1.86km)
SflCliOll3
'G9V99 ~4 ( 2,01 /(til )
\\
Figure 5.f6 Cp.se Study? :Three-section m\tlt~ga'Qgecable c9n~ection
(rQtalle'.~gtft== 6km) } \.
As for the case study Qf section 5.2.2. the expedkentalresults were obtain~d under
\) '. . ;~)', _ " ,- ' ' " ," " ' , , "f·; ",", ' ,:: ~
the conditi~ that.the cabl¢ cpnp.ectionwas only resistively matched at bo~hends,
The inp{lt impedance values used and the ltnpedance valu~s required to obtain a
perfect match are tabulate in. Table 5.5 and Table 5.6. for the four line rates
investigated.
~) 0' -.: (;
=b
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Table 5.5 Termination impedances for case study 2, given. at half the bit tate
frequency
Bit Rate
(kpits/sec)
llalf Bit Rate Fte-
quency
(ldtz)
Generator End Impe-
dance
(0)
Receivet End Impe-
daI1.:~e
(0)
64
144
216,·
324
1,1
32
72
108
162
146-}0
135~jO
129-jO
130-jO
128 -}O
114 ..jO
112-}0
110~}O
Table 5.6 Termination impedances required for perfect matching conditions for
case study 2, given at half the bit rate frequency
'u\"-'-'"
Blt~te
.• ~i.W'ee) ,
64
144
216
324
:HalfBit Rate Fte-
'quenc)"
(kHz)
32
72
108
162
Generator End Impe-
dance
(0)
143 -}48
135 -/23
131-} 16
131 ..j13
Receiver End Impe-
'_.
dance
(0)
128-j67
114 -j 35
112 - j26
UO -j 19
'The cable connecjion of Figure 5.16 ~M excited by a binary bit pattern consisting
of 16 bits for all four line bits rates investigated. The binary pattel11 used was .the
, (~
sameas that used for case study 1 of sf{ction 5~ .2,)lanlely,
1100101011001()lO
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u
which was encoded to a Bipolar code with a rectangular window function for pulse
shaping. The results obtained from the cable simulation package and that measured
overreal Gables tor the connection are presented inFigure. 5.17 thiough Figure, 5.24.
Each figure illustrates the received pulse pattern and its corresponding eye diagram
(I
at the receiver end.
It can be seen from Figure 5.17 tltroughFigure, 5,24 that the results pr~ced by th~
Cable Simulation package are indeed similar to the results obtaif!ef;!'t;i~~~,P.the
measurements performed on real cables even though in this case the e~6opet\ing is
{~
trrl.nhnal. Tbereceivedpulse pattern attenuation and eye opening values arp tabulated
in Table, S ,7 for the four line rates investigated. The higher attenuation recorded for
the expentnentaJ data is again d.U5 to the imperfect matching conditions achieved.
The eye opening as predicted by the cable simulation package and as measured from
. the cable test bed for the various line bit rates are similar not only Ii! shape but-also
in the value oithe percentage eye opening. The re~sori for the eye closure is clearly
seen to b~the decaying tail of the +1, +1,~1transition.
\'J
Table5.?
Ii
I
c.r
Jl
II.1
II
JI
Pul$e pattern attenuation and percentage eye opening results for case
study 2 ()'
/I
--(' --
II Bit Rat('
(kbits/sec )
64
144
216
324
Pulse Pattern Attenuation
(dII)
~J3yeOpening.
(%)
Simulated Measured Simulated Measured
·29.7 M33.8 2.3 1.5
..38.4 -41.3 1.3 1.9
-42.7 -44.5 4.4 4.1
-46.& 47.2 I 7.4 .5.7
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Figure 5.17 Computationally generated pulse pattern (a) and eye diagram (b) of a
three-section (2.01ktn of 22 AWGj L86km of 26 AWG; 2.01ktnof24
AWG) multi gauge connection at 64 kbits/sec. The number of points
in the FFI'is 256>and the fold frequency is 1024kHz.
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Figl®5.18 Experimentally generated pulse pattern (a) and eye diagram (b) of a
three-section (2.01km I.)f 22 AWG; 1.86km of 26 AWG; 2.0 lkm of 24
AWG) mnl~~. ..3e connection at 64 kbits/sec. The digitizer sampling
frequency is 10MH~.
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Figure 5.19 Computationally generated pulse pattern (a) and eye diagram (b) of a
three-section (2.01km <)f22 AWG; 1.86km of 26 AWG; 2.01km of 24
AWG) multi gauge connection at 144 kbits/sec. The number of points
in the FFI'is 128, and the fold frequency is 1152kHz.
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Figure 5.20 Experimentally generated pulse pattern (a) and eye diagram (b) of a
three-section (2.01km of 22 AWG~L86km of 26 AWG; 2.01km of 24
AWG) multigauge connection at 144kbitslsec. The digitizer sampling
frequency is 20MHz.
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Figure 5.21 Computationally generated pulse pattern (a) and eye diagram (b) of a
three-section (2.Olkm of 22 AWG; 1.86km of 26 AWG; 2.01km of 24
AVo/G)multigauge connection at 216 kbits/sec. The number of points
in the FFf is 128, and the fold frequency is 1728kHz.
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Figure 5.22 Experimentally generated pulse pattern (a) and eye diagram (b) of a
three-section (2.011an of 22 AVVG;1.86km of 26 AWG; 2.01km of 24
AWG) multi gauge connection at 216 kbits/sec. The digitizer sampling
frequency is 30MHz.
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Figure 5.23 Computationally generated pulse pattern (a) and eye d; "gram (b) of a
three-section (2.01ktn of 22 ft.WG; 1.86km of 26 AWG; 2.01km of 24
AWG) multigauge connection at 324 kbits/sec. The number of points
in the FFf is 64, and the fold frequency is 1296kHz.
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Figure 5.24
0.006
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Q.OO4
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Experimentally generated pulse pattern (a) and eye diagram (b) of a
three ..section (2.01kn1 of 22 AWG; 1.86km of 26 AWG; 2.01km of 24
AWG) multigauge connection at 3.24kb!ts/sec. The digitizer sampling
frequency is 30MHz,
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5.3 Conclusions
This chapter has presented the results obtained from the pulse propagation program
ofthe Cable Simulation Package and those measured on real cable connections. The
emphasis has not been to identify cable connections that provide ~dequate trans-
mission capabilities, but to illustrate the pulse propagation characteristics for diverse
tr~smission conditions irrespective of the cable connection used. The pulsepatterns
and eye diagrams 'results presented' for the two case 'studies i3' indicative of the
cOl1:ela6.onobtainedih the shape of the pulse patterns between the simulation results
and the rneasuredrelsult~:,even though the at~enuation values differ somewhat, 1'he
single pulse response' has illustrated the effect that the long deCaying tails of the
pulses have on the eyrP,closure as well as th~ eff~ct of the;signals that are.retlected
backto,tge puls~ sending end. The results of diffetent'pulse shaping functions has
also been presented in order to illustra.~e the benefits that can be derived.
()
,Ii
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Cnapter6
(.i
CONClU$ION
In this' dissertation, the transmission and implementation issues 'pertaining to the
U-interface in orderto provide tHe basic-acces~ of 2B+L' ~,hannelson the existing
subscriber loop has been th~topi~ of research and 9)sc~ssroll. The chaUenge inSouth
Africa is to identify the relevant characteristics ohIle cable plant, and. to select the
appropriate approach for the U-interface circuitry .. Due to the diversity\of the loop
l . ,,'. ...... ' ,'\,\
plant, e'lt:haustiv~_)~xperimental analysis can be virtually excluded as a possible
approach of establishing performance .capabilities. The means of establishing this
performance capability is by computer simulation.
A comprtter simulation package that can be used for modelling pulse transmission
. over multigauge subscriber lqpps'has been described. The tnod~~lused for each
section incorp.orates S~~h proximity, and eddy current effects} and is configul(ed to
\-' '. '\\ . \.> I)
allow forwar(t andback1ard travelling waves to be clearly identified. The simulato~'
thus allows important 4ua.tltities .such as near end echo and overall transmissiono . _. _
distortion to be predicted, The simulation package is not without limitations. The
models dq not tUke into account any impairment found on "real cables, such as
. ..', f' ,.",,-_r~,
cr9ss1*lli) e\\lho,impulse noise, intersymbol interference, etc. Itis also limited in the
\r_ .." '.\' tt:-::>~ .... ..' ','. " ._.. ..' ,:~.
frequency donn'in due to the siiliulation representing the waveforms, transfer
functions and other pertinent parameters by only 256 fourier harmonics.
An experimental facility was designed around a cable test bed available m the Iab-
oratory. The first experimental faciltty Is used to characterize the different cables
according to the w~l1known transmission Hn,~equations. The results obtained from
this was used-to s~tup the 'cable library' contained in the Cable Sfrmrlation Package
as well as to verify the primacy parameters, secondary parameters, transferfunctions,
and reflection coefficients of the various cables and cable connections. The second
facility is used to analyse the pulse propagation patterns and characteristics. The
measured results obtained were compared agaiJ!lst the results predicted by the
siruul~tion pac~age by means of pulse pattern and eye ~agrarn plotting functions.
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The measurement facility was as far as possible automated by m&king use of COm~
puter controlled equipment for direct setup of the experiments, data transfer, and
analysis. Extensive programming was requited in order to achieve the level of
automation. These programs are menu driven in order to facilitate user operation.
The data required by the 'cable library' has been determined from the input irnpe-
dance measurements performed on the various cables in the test bed. The primary
parameters, secondary parameters, transfer functions and reflection coefficients
predicted by the Cable Simulation Package are inclose agreement with that as was
~bt~ned from t?e. characterization m~asurements ~fr0~ed. •These results th,us
indicates the validity of the well establlshed tranSlll1~~lOnline model, together With
the correction factors for skin effect, proximity eff~ct, and eddy current effects. It
must again be mentioned that the model for thej>r~~ximity effect correction factor
used ouly takes into account the proximity of one conductor Onanother, whereas in
real ca~les,.each conduct~r!s cl0se~y s~9unded b~~,manyother conductors. This
approxtmanon has had minimal eff~cts 111 the fre'lue,\1cy range used, but should be
investigated further if the Cable Sifuulation paCkag~~is extended to much higher
frequencies. \
\~.~:k:::l~:;~::~:s~!eo~u~::;a:l:~:~:~~~~:~;::::~~
only in value but also in the actual shapes of the wave pattei;~s. The emphasis has
not been to identify cable connections that provide adequate ~ansmission capabil-
ides, but to illustrate the pulse pr/Jpaga~)on characteristics for &,\yerse transmission
conditions irrespective of the cable connection used, The pUls~watterns and eye
diagrams results presented for the two case studies is indicative d~~,the correlation
II
obtainet ill the shape of the pulse patterns between the simulation \~eSll' and the
1\
measu-ed results even though the attenuation values<differ somewh~~\.The single
pulse response has illustrated the effectthat the long decaying tails of th~~ulses have
on the eye closure as well as the effect of the signals that are reflected 6~ckto the
x
pulse sending end. The results of different pulse shaping functions has a\so been
presented in order to illustrate the benefits that can be derived,
In conclusion, it is clear that additional work can improve the capabilities of the
cable simulator package. A noise model which would account for most of the
impairments found to exist on real cables would be of value in assessing the pen-
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etration capabilities of several coding schemes. A module which would perform
post-equalization would also be useful. Additional line transmission codes can also
be easily implemented in order to provide a.greater selection. The cable simulation
package in Its present form crtn be successfully used by users in general with the
confidence that the results predicted are representative of the performance that can
be achieved in real multigauge connections.
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Appendix A
TRANSMISSION METHODS AND IMPAIRMENTS IN DIGITAL
SUBSCRiBER LOOPS
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A.I Transmission Methods
Various transmission schemes have been proposed to achieve full-duplex two-wire
transmission [2J. The two transmission schemes that seem to offer better performance
in terms of noise immunity and ease of implementation are burst mode, Figure A.I a,
also referred to as time compression multiplexing (TCM) mode, and the hybrid echo
cancellation (BEC) mode, Figure A.lb, also ref" rred to simply as the hybrid
mode £1,2, 4, 51.
Tx.
Tlm€1SwHch
. .~-----~-------...---...-~.-.--...-\
~ • Synchronization
Rx ....--
(a)
(b)
M : Memory
EO : Echo Canceller
HB. Hybrid
Tx : Transmitter
Rx : Receiver
Figure A.I (a) Schematic of TCM Transmission Method
(b) Schematic of BEC Transmission Method
Rx
Tx
Rx
Tx
Both of these modes isolate the data received from the far-end from that transmitted
at the near-end. In the BEC mode the isolation is achieved by a hybrid and echo
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canceller while both the transmission and reception are occurring simultaneously.
In the TCM mode, the intervals for transmission and reception are isolated in time
and the separation of the two directions of transmission is thus simplified.
A.I.l TeM Transmission Method
In the TCM mode, the intervals for the transmission and reception are isolated in
time and the separation of the two directions of transmission is thus simplified. In
practical systems (2~*the exchange has a time slot defined to transmit it's data burst
(i.e., blocks of bits) simultaneously to all the network termination. Each network
termination receives the data after a corresponding delay and replies back to the
exchange end. This type of isolation demands a line rate in the loop plant in excess
of twice the data rate, (approx, 2.3 to 2.5 times the data rate). The extent to which
the line rate exceeds twice the data rate depends on the burst length, ~hetransit time
for a pulse to travel down the line, and the duration for which both ~hetransmitter
and receiver are idle while line transients subside.
The determination of the number of bits per burst is a compromise between two
factors. Firstly, the number of bits per burs. should be kept large enough to reduce
the line rate, and secondly. small enough to avoid long signal delay on the line, which
is undesirable for voice traffic.
This mode is attractive because of the reduced complexity of the transceiver des!gn,
Depending on the loop plant characteristics, this mode can be used in long range
subscriber loops, although in general they dr show shortcomings due to th.ehigher
attenuation and crosstalk at these frequencies. It is therefore successfully used in
short range transmissions.
A.l.2 BEe Transmission Method
In a transmission system using a BEe mode, a hybrid is used to separate the
transmitted signal from the received signal and to perform the two to four wire
conversion. It therefore uses the same principal as in conventional telephony but
with no restrictions on hybrid loss [4] t (i.e., a bridge with a balancing network is used
to match the subscriber loop). Method,'}of implementing an adaptive balancing
network are more attractive due to the variable subscriber loop impedances. DUe to
the imperfect impedance matching of the adaptive hybrid to the subscriber loop,
there will be a leakage of the near-end (local) transmitted signal through the adaptive
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hybrid to the near-end (local) receiver. This unwanted signal is called echo, and is
superimposed on the received signal that was transmitted from the far-end. An echo
canceller is used to cancel this unwanted echo, and the residual signal is composed
by the far-end transmitted data and the system noise.
This mode maintains a line rate equal to the datarate. Consequently, this mode will
offer better performance than the TCM mode in the sense that either higher data rate
or longer transmission range can be achieved.
The hardware complexity of the BEe mode system is higher than that of the burst
mode system due mostly to ttle complexity of the echo.canceller. However, the fast
development of integrated-circuit technology has rapidly reduced the cos; of extra
hardware, and LSI realization of the echo-cancellation mode system has been
demonstrated to be feasible t22,23.2;i,25J•
A.2 Impairments In the Transmissloa Medium
The main sources of impairments in digital subscriber loops are croSSV'.£,."i,..,dO,
impulse noise, intersymbol interference, and bridge taps. The diagram ofFigure A.2,
illustrates most of the range-limiting factors in the subscriber loop.
A.2.1 Crosstalk
Crosstalk is one of the most significant limitations indigital subscriber loops. Pairs
bundled together are capacitively coupled, producing undesirable signal-leak
between them•. Two distinct coupling paths is illustrated in Figure A.2, namely,
near-end crosstalk (NEXT) and far-end crosstalk (FEXT).
Compatibility considerations must therefore accountforcrosstalkbetw~en the digital
line and other systems. The two important factors are :
(a) when the digital line is the disturbed system, and
(b) when it is the disturbing system.
To deal with the former case, the minimum receive power of the digital transmission
system must be maximized. In the latter case, the maximum transmitted power of
the digital line must be limited. The combined effect is to limit the range of
transmission of the data.
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In Figure A.2~it is evident that FEXT suffers the same channel loss as the signal
while NEXT' does not. A BEe system therefore suffers more from the NEXT noise
induced by other systems. On the contrary, a TCM system does not suffer from
NEXT when bursts sent are synchronized with the exchange clock.
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Figure A.2 Range-Limiting Factors in Subscriber Loops
A.2.2 Impulse Noise
Impulse noise is characterized by infrequent high amplitude bursts of noise. Impulse
noise coming through existing analog telephone circuits comes mainly from two
sources; one is the call connection procedure in an exchange, and the other ;,,,thy
metering pulses for determining charges, which depends on the call hold time and
the destination. This charge metering pulse is used in a crossbar switch. Electronic
exchange systems which use the electronic charge record do not generate netering
pulse noise.
Impulse noise on subscriber loop plants thus varies according to the number and
calling rate of analog telephone circuits, and cable crosstalk characteristics.
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A.2.3 E',cho
In aHEe system, the receiver will be isolated from the transmitter provided that the
hybrid is matched to the channel input impedance at all frequencies. In practical
situation, 'this perfect matching conditions is impossible to achieve; variaticns 111
cable impedances with frequency are strongest at lower frequencies; and minimal at
higherfrequencies. The impedance matchingis therefore better at higher frequencies
than at lower frequencies. A hybrid transformer will thus normally provide better
echo attenuation at higtyr fre<;'tlencies than at lower frequencies, resulting in
relatively latgeeph{,p~;er at low frequencies being coupled to the receiver.
,; ...>">--
c.
!j
A.2.4 lntersymbol Interference
In band-limited channels with frequency dependent attenuation and delay, pulses
are dispersed and span several bit periods, which interferes with other pulses. This
effect is known as intersymbol interference (IS1). A useful graphical representation
of the data signal that allows immediate evaluation of the amount of lSI is an eye
diagram, (i.e., eye diagrams are the superposition of individual received pulses in
the same time slot, each time slot being tile width of one bit period). A large vertical
open eye implies a small lSI, which corresponds to a large noise margin for the
receiver decision device,
There are two ways of reducing intersymbol interference. The first method is to
separate the pulses by reducing the pulse width within the bit time period. This is
wasteful of bandwidth and causes, due to the Hartley-Shannon law, an impairment
of the, lignal to noise ratio. The second method is to shape the transmitted signal in
such a way that the interference is minimized. 'r,he signal waveshape is chosen to
provide a iaaximum at the true sampling point, while it has a zero level at all other
sampling points.
This correction is provided by filters (otherwise known as equalizers). Ideally the
equalization filtc,l' will exhibit a frequency dependence which is the exact inverse of
that recorded for the transmission cable. The equalization process is normally
performed in two stages. A pre-equalizer generates a suitable pulse shape, and
provides initial compensation for the transmission medium. Further pulse shaping
and final compensation for the medium occurs at the post-equalizer, situated at tho
distant end of the transmission path.
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A.2.5 Bridge Taps
X~talldard recourse in the loop plant wiring was to reach nodes ina loop that were
treated as reeders and spread them in a stat fashion to multiple termination points
by the use of extra pairs bridged or tapped across ..the main pair. This results in a
very handy technique when geographical nexibiUtyis desired. Unfortunately, this
wiring practice limits the data transmission plant performance, requiring larger
equalization complexity.
The presence of the bridge taps on the main subscriber loops affects the trailing part
of the loop impulse response. In the frequency domain the bridge tap effect results
in transmission Z~~?,~sOl,'l the lines frequency response. The frequencies affected are
determined ~r'/ )ngth of the bridge taps.
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Appendix B
DETERMINATION OF THE TRANSMISSION LINE
SECONDARV AND PRIMARY PARAMETERS
II
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D.I Determination of the Secondary Parameters from Impedance
Measurements .[26]
When. a arbitrary length of any general transmission line is terminated in an
open-circuit or shott-circuit, its input impedance is determined completely by the
propagation factor 0; and ~, the characteristic impedance Z'l and the line length],
The input impedance ?r of a uniform transmission line of length 1and characteristic
impedance Zo tertnLl1atedin a.1000.ZT is given by
Bl.1
If the line Isshort-circuired atJts termination, i.e., ZT ::::0 (but a:f: 0, then equation
(B 1.l.).reduces to
B1. (
The input imperumce Of the same line with open-circuit termination,
Le.•Zr.:::: infinitY, then equation (B 1.1) reduces to
Bl.3
Provided thatZ$candZ~are:measured at the samefreqnency, for the same line section
of length 1, then zo, \X, ~, alld I will have the same values in both of the equations
(B1.2) and (B1:'3). Multip~'Ying together the corresponding sides of these equations
gives (i
R1.4
This is a valuable and valid equation by which the characteristic impedance of any
type ofunifori'n trans~ssiOlllirlecan be obtained from two impedance measurements
made on a sample length of.:ihe line, usiJ}g two readily available terminal load
impedances.
The attenuation factor .0; and the phase propagation factor ~ can also be calculated
from the measured impedances Z81: and Zoe.
Dividing corresponding sides of equations (B 1.2) and (B 1.3),
Z
Z3C ::: tanh2[«X +j~)l ]
oc
81.S
Expanding this hyperbolic tangent in exponential form using 'Y:::: a. + j~, we get,
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B1.6
which gives
i+1f
e').yI i--Nt B1.7
Taking natura11dgarithms~'on.both $ide~,
, f·· ~ ~)1 • 1+-'1 i;1
(a+J13)19ilp ••·· -vir'·
, 0 1 z.~,- _-- - ' .. oc-
Bl.8
. 1n{AeJ+l::;ln{A} +J~'+2n 1t } "
The attenuation Ifactor f.G (nepers/m) is therefore given by
1+-1Z;; "" "\lz••
1-~
B1.9
when] is. in meters. The phase propagation: factor ~ (radians/m) is given by
»
Bl.10
where n ::;0,.1,*, ...
ThiS method does not however d~tennine a uniq~e value of~, but a series pf values
differing consecutively by (1t/I) rad/mo'
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B.2 Solutions of the Inverse Form R, G, L, C = f(u, ~,Ro' Xo, ro)
The secondasy parameters Zo and 'Y? are determined from the primary parameters
by, [2Q1.
and
y=. ~+j~ =. ....JCt? +jeoL) (G + j(f)C)
B2.1
B2,2
"These.are.well kIlown.tratlsnUs.sion line eq~ations that are used to determine the
sycondary parameters given the primary parameters. Least known, is the solution
of t~e .inverse form} i.e., determining the'primary p~ame~~f$ from the secondary
parameters.
Multiplying the corresponding sides ofeqnations (B2.1) and (B2,:2). gives
(Ro+jXo) (a+J{3)=.R +jroLr:
rearranging, gives
Equating the real terms of equatior; (B2.4),
R =aR _RXo P 0
and from the imaginary terms of equation (B2.4),
~Ro+ftXoL=-,-...,..,--
(t)
B2.3
82.4
B2.6
'.Dividing corresponding sides of equation (B2.2) by those of equation (B2.1) ~ves
a+~~ :;G+jeoG
Ro+;Xo
rearranging, gives
Equating the real terms of equation (B2.8),
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B2.7
B2.8
B2.9
and from the iIriaginarYtenns of eqw~tion (BZ.8).
---aXo+~R(I
C;_ • z z(jj(Ro +Xp)
B2.10
Eq~tions (BZ.5)r (B2.6),' (B2.9) and (B2.10) appear to be general design equations
fordetetrninlng tl1,e,distributedcircuit co~ficients that a transmission line would have
to possess t.9 giv~!a set of desired operaWtg characteristics specified by the values
of ex, ~~ }?(I and ~p at frequency co. The situation js, however, not as simple and
straig~tforward /a~tflis statement suggests. The characteristic impedance of a
transr.dissiQn ,)ine};an be yert nearly a pure resistance (especially true at higher
ftequencies)~ and the.conductance G for polyethylene Insulated cables is negligible.
The c{!nd,ition therefore arrlses With equation {B2.9)Which then suggests.that ct ::;0,
,which is mcorrect because the distributed line resistance R has not been required to
"... ..', ,"! ;" '.
be-zero (aHd never is in practice). It is possible fOf Xi) to be small' enough t9 be
unimportant (relativ~ to RG), with G ~ 0,but even 81.1cha small, value ~fxi ..ci f!\
significant in equations (B2,5fand (B2.9), since fof'the high frequency line under
dlscus~~on.~is alWays numerically tnQch larger than (t.
h. .. il
(/
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Appendix C
CABLE DRIVER AND RECEIVER CIRCUIT DESIGN
,'/
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In order to transmit digital signals, differential line drivers and recivers are used in
order to obtain good noise rejection [27). The block diagram of Figure C.l t illustrates
the typical scenario used to gather experimental data. The cable shield can be
connected to Uieinstrument case at both ends since no signals travels on the shield;
but by tying the shield to the case through a small inductor, the d,c voltage is kept
small while preventing large radiofrequencies currents.
For very long, cables, it is useful to prevent large ground currents flowing in the
shield at radiofrequencies,
Cable Connection
Di{ferential
Line
Receiver
Di{ferential
Une
Receiver
Figure C.l Blockfriagram of a'High SpeedDifferential Cable Driver and Receiver
The termination network can consist of a hybrid or simply of a resistor. Although
only one transmitterreceiver circuit is required, the receiver circuit on the transmitor
side is required in order to determine what effect the reflection have on the transmitt
signal.
c.i Cable Driver
The differential line driver consists of a class AB push-pull current amplifier for
each line conductor in the cable pair with the signal of one line being symetrically
inverted to the other as is illustrated in Figure C2.
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~ClassAB
Vin ~~----;.----------~--?l~ Push-Pull
A rfi
~ Vauli+}
rnpuner
~~
ClassAB
<,
Inverter
<, rusb~pull -," .- »:Amplifier
VOfJt(-)
Figure C.2 Differentia! Line Driver Block Diagram
i'
The two signals Vou{{+) and Vouu-) will be completely symetrical provided that
tr#nvertingamplifierhas again of unity and a flat frequency response which exceeds
the frequency response of the push-pull current amplifier.
C.l.l Inverting Amplifier
The high-slew-sate inverting amplifier illustrated in Figure C.3 has been used to
obtain the inverted form of the transmit signal for the differential line driver circuit.
Rft
Rl oPt
2
6 Vout3
Csl
Rsl
Figure C.3 Inverting Amplifier Circuit Diagram
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The voltageis controlled by the ratio of the feedbackresistance to the inputresistance,
given by equation (Cd).
C.l
The component values for this circuit being tabulated in Table C.1.
Table C.1 Inverting Amplifier Circuit Component Values
Capacitors
CIl
lkOQ
2700
U.QO
l/4W 2%
1/4W 2%
1/4W 2%
Component Type Componenr value
Resistors
Rl
R.l
Ra
500pF~----~~-------~----,----------------------------------,
Operational Amplifiers
OPl OPA27
C.l.2 Signal Amplifier
The signal amplifier consists of a push-pull booster attached to!the output of an
op-amp, as illustrated. inFigure C.4. The push-pull transistor pair is biased into
quiescent conduction by the resistors RbJ and Rb~' in order to illiminate crossover
distortion. Crossover distortion OCCursbecause the output of the transistors trail the
input at the base by a voltage drop arrising due to the base-emitterdiode drop inherent
in transistor devices. Thus neither QJ or Q2 are conducting when the input signal is
within ±O.6v, causing the output to remain at zero volts.
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Rrl!
CPZ
6
Figure CA Class AB Push-Pull Current Amplifier Circuit Diagram
The bias resistors RbI aha Rb2 brings the diodes D I to D6 into forward conduction,
holding QJ 's base a diode voltage drop above the input signal and Q/ s base a diode
voltage drop below the input signal. Now as the input signal crosses through zero,
conduction passes from one transistor to the other; one of the transistors is always
conducting. The feedback to the op-amp further reduces this distortion by forcing
the output to track the input signal. The diodes D1> D2,D3 and D4 are to be mounted
in close proximity with the output transistors QJ and Q2 so that the voltage drops
across tile diodes and the base-emitter junctions of the output transistors will track
with temperature. The diodes D5 andD, provides shortcircuit protection on the load.
The drive current being bypassed arround the output transistors through D1 and D 5
for the positive half cycle and through D4 and D6 durring the negative cycle. Drive
current limiting occurs whenever Rt] or Re2 sees more than one diode drop (i.e., 0.6
volts). An expression for the maximum output current is :
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C.2
Table C.2 tabulates data for two coroplementary symetrical transistor pairs that were
available.
Table Co2 Transistor Specification
ICmax
mAmps
ICbill5
mAmps
Power
Diss. (W)
2N2219.A 300
2N2222f.,. 300
2N2907A 200
1
2N2905A I. _ 200
800
800
600
600
50
50
100
100
1
1
1
1
800
400
400
600
The major advantage of using the 2N2219,,1- 2N2905A pair instead of the
2N2222A ' JN2.907A pair was the increase in power dissipation capabilities.
In order to correctly bias the transistor pairs, we consider the state when point A and
Bare ata zero volt potencial, corresponding to an input signal voltage of zero volts.
(a) Biasing the NPN transistor - 2N2222A
From Table Co2, the collector bias current lcbias is lmamp, and the transistor gain
HFE is equal to 50. Inorder to correctly bias the transistor, the required bias current
is:
lcl(bias)
Ib1(bias)=--.-. -
HFE
=20j.lA C.3
The current required to drive the diodes D1.D2 andD, is of the order of 132 j.LA~]3.
The total current required topass through resistor RbJ is thus 152 j.LAmps. The voltage
across RbJ will be :
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VRb1 == Vee- 2(0.7)
== 13.6V C.4
Thus the required value for the resistor RbJ is :
==89.6kQ C.5
Selecting a standard resistor value of 82kQ for RbJ, the power dissipation is ;
=2mW C.6
(b) Biasing the PNP transistor ....2N2907A
Similarly to the case of the NPN transistor above, the resistor Rb2 required to bias
the PNP transistor is 82kn.
For a short-circuited load. the drive current is bypassed arround the output transistors
through D, and Ds durring the positive half cycle, and through D4 and D 6 durring the
negative half cycle of the input signal, This will happen whenever RIl or Re2 sees
more than one diode voltage drop across it. ;tf we limit the maximum output current
to 500mAmps, then
C.7
and the power disipated is equal to 0.35W.
The collector resistors RcI and Rc2 were found to he redundant and were replaced by
a on link. The capacitors C1 and C2 are used to bypass the power supply.
The output impedance of the driver circuit is approximately equal to the output
resistor Rout. This resistance is connected on the front panel of the instrument and
thus enables various output impedance conditions to be obtained. Other more
complex circuits such as a. hybrid may also be connected.
The bandwidth response obtained for the driver circuit is illustrated inFigure C.5
for the non-inverting line driver, and in Figure C.6 for the inverting line driver.
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·2
...... ·3
COs -4
<I)
'0
'" -5:t::cgo
-6:<:
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0.1 1,0 2.0
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0
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·40
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(b)
Figure C.S Non-Inverting Line Driver
(a) Magnitude Response:
(b) Phase Response
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(b)
Figure C.6 InverUl1);iI,Jine Driver
(a) Magnitude Response
(b) Phase Response
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The Table 0.3 tabulates the component values used.
Table (;.3 LineDriver CircuitComponent Values
Component type
Resistors
R..:z.
RI2
RbI
R"z
R.l
Ra
Rol
R.:z.
R".l
Component Value
270n
IkOO
82kOn
82kOn
on
on
1.2.0
1.2.0 'I
'J'BD
1/4W 2%
1/4W 2% ~"II
1/4W 2%
1/4W 2%
1I4W 2%
1/4W 2%
laW 2%
I/2W 2%
Capacitors.
C.l
Cb
39pF
O.DlJ.lF
Diodes
Dl
D2.
D3
Doi
Ds
!' Transistors
Q~
Q2
IN4007
IN4007
IN4007
IN4007
IN4007
JN4007
""
2N2222A
2N2907A
NPNtype
PNPtype
Operational Amplifiers
on O'f.'A27
C.2 CableReceiver
A high gain d.o coupled differential amplifier with single ended output, high input
impedance and high common mode rejection ratio is required to detect the severly
distorted and attenuated signals. A instrumentation amplifier posseses all these
charaterlaics and has been used for the receiver and the transmitter end.
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C.2.! Insb'umentation Amplifier
The amplifier used is illustrated in th6 circuit &agr~ of Figure C.7. In order to
attain a high input impedance, non-irivertitrg amplifiers are used before the
differential arr1Pclifier.
~igure C.7 Differential Amplifier Circuit Diagram
For a differenrlal,input signal, OP3 and OP4 act as non-inverting amplifiers of gain
C.8
where Rj3 :::::R/4•
However the gain is unity for common-mode signal) since the voltages V1 and·V2
are in phase, and no current flow is developed through Rp. Rem' Rcrn(Qdj)and Rj4• The
second stage is simply an op-amp connected as a differential amplifier of gain
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R("
AJi2 ::;-" R4
where.l?6 ';;"'R., and R4 == Rs.
Thetota). gain of the ilistnu:bentatiop amplifier is
C.9
" .Ay "[,1+2Rp] JR,']"L Rem LR4 C.lO
The variable resistorR7(cuUJ can be used to take up the resistance tolerances of R4• Rs
andR6for th~ l>es~cotntllon mode rejection. The variable RCIn(!)dj} is used to vary the
gaill of the instrumentation amplifj.erwithoutdegradingthecornmon~tnoderejection.
?rhe dipdes Dr to Da. the to volt zen¢l'~fD~i\andDti~ th,e resistor~R2 and R;lI together
cr~ate a protection circuit by preventing common mode excursions beyound ±10
~~ d
" (a) ReceiverEnd Detect
.' The teciever end differential amplifier has a ftequency\~esponse as Ulustra~ed hi
1/ Figure C.B. The" bmldwidth of the amplifier is 135kHz and the gaih is 5']'dB 's,
Tciblf. C.4 tabulates the component values used.
i\
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Table C.4 Receiver End Differential Amplifier Circuit Component Value
r--.....".. .......' -----------r-.....".. ........-- ........"-------------- .......------ ....
Component Type
Resistors
Rz
R3
~
Rs.~.
R!7
Ran
R13
Rr4
Rcm(tdj)
R7(tdJ)
Component Value~~------~.._~-_..~--~--~
1/4W
l/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1!4W
1/4W
1/4W
1I4W
1/4W
IkOQ
lko.Q
20kO!'J\
20kOO
20kO.Q
19k6.Q
5600
300.Q
300.0
lOon
soon
20 tum trim-pot
20 tum trim-pot
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2.%
2%
Capacitors
C1Czc
'C3
C4\~\~------~--~-----------------------~~----~~.Diodes
D7
D8
Dg
D10
1.0jJF
tOjJF
500pF
500pF
Tantalum
Tantalum
Ceramic
Ceramic
Operational Amplifiers
OP3
OP4
OP5
IN4001
IN4007
IN4007
IN4007
15volt zeoer
15 volt zener
OPA27
OPA27
OPA27
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56
55
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Figure C.B Receiver End Detector
(a) Magnitude Response
(b) Phase Response
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Figure C.9
(b)
Receiver Common-Mode Rejection Ratio
(a) Magnitude Response
(b) Phase Response
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(b) Transmitter End Detect
The Table C.S tabulates the component values used.
Table COS Transmitter End Differential Amplifier Circuit Component Values
Component Type Component Value
Resistors
R:o lkOQ 1/4W 2%
R3 lkOO 114W 2%
~ ikOO l/4W 2%
,Rs IkOn l/4W 2%
~ 20kOn 1/4W 2%
R7 I9k6Q l/4W 2%
~ 560n 1/4W 2%
R13 SkIn 1/4W 2%
':'
RC4 SkIn 1/4W 2%
~adj) lOon 20 turn trim-pot
R7(adi) soon 20 tum trim-pot
Capacitors
Cl 1.0~ Tantalum
c, 1.01JF Tantalum
c, 500pF
C4 500pF
Diodes
D7 IN400i7
Ds IN4007
D9 IN4007
Dlo IN4007
D;tl 10 volt zener
Dz2 10 volt zener
Operational Amplifiers
OP3 OPA27
OP4 OPA27
OPS OPA27 ~-.J-"'~'~~
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Figure C.10 Transmitter End Detector
(a) Magnitude Response
(b) Phase Response
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Figure Cd l Transmitter End Detector Common-Mode Rejection Ratio
(a) Magnitude Response
(b) Phase Response
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C.3 PCB Design
The differential line driver and the two receiver amplifiers circuits have been
implemented on a commom printed circuit board. The silk screen lay\...;ris illustrated
in Figure C.12 and the solder side layout is illustrated in Figure C.13. The
compoxent side of tP.ePCB was made into a ground plain.
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Figure C.12 Silk Screen Layer
"
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Figure C.13 Solder Side Layout
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Appendix D
INPUT IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS
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FigureD.l Input Impedance, to:: .
Magnitude (a) and phase (b) response of a 200m section of cable
gauge type 19 terminated under open-circuit conditions.
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Magnitude (a) and ph~,.:J(b) response of a 200m section of cable
gauge type 19 terminated under short-circuit conditions.
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FigureD.5 Input Impedance), Zoe
Magnitude (a) and.phase (b)response of a 200m section of cable
gauge type 24 terminated under open-circuit conditions.
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Figure D.6 Input Impedance, .lee
Magnitude (a) and phase (b) response of a 200m. section of cable
gauge type 24 terminated under open-circuit conditions.
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Magnitude (a) and phase (b) response of a 200m section of cable
gauge type 26 terminated under open-circuit conditions.
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Figure D.8 Input Impedance, Zpc
Magnitude (a) and phase (b) response of a 200m section of cable
gauge type 26 terminated under open-circuit conditions.
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PRIMARY PARAMETERS
Appendix E
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Figure F.7 Gauge 22 - Attenuation Constant
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Figure F.10 Gauge 24 - Phase Response( Characteristic Impedance)
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